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EDITORIAL
The matter of contracting government hydrographic work was
raised yet again at the recent Centennial Conference. This time it
was a lawyer discussing the liability of the hydrographer who
spoke out against it on the grounds that the government agency
had insufficient control of the professional quality of the work.
Concern and debate of the contracting of hydrography has been
around for several years since the government introduced Its
make/buy policy. Subsequently there have been studies to try to
ascertain what portion of the work can be reasonably contracted.
Another aspect of the matter has been that even if contracting out
is considered feasible there has until recently been little additional
money to allow the process to proceed. This situation appears to
be changing in the government through the availability of special
funds for energy development, Arctic Transportation R and 0 and
other reasons. Furthermore industry itself is generating work for
the industry which was the situation when Decca and other companies started doing business in the North Sea.
Although the earlier thoughts on contracting were associated with
the field surveys it is now appreciated that there are many areas of
hydrography which can be contracted including the surveys, the
establishment of positioning systems, cartography and instrument
development. Contracting of government hydrographic operations
is not confined to Canada although it was perhaps in the vanguard
of this action. The United States and more recenty the U.K. Hydrographic Offices have now embarked on contracting out some of
their work. In Canada there is now a substantial organization combining the interests of a number of survey companies called CAHOSI (Canadian Association of Hydrographic and Ocean Surveying lndustries).designed to promote the survey industry in carrying
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out contracted work. The Canadian Hydrographic Service itself is
contracting a wide range of work including a systematic survey of
Lake Manitoba, a through ice survey in Viscount Melville Sound,
the preparation of Loran C lattice chart negatives a wide range of
R and 0 in engineering developments. Recently the Atlantic Geoscience Centre contracted out a major offshore geophysical survey, a type of survey that the CHS had attempted to contract several years ago but had been prevented by a lack of funds.
To return to the lawyer's point of view, is it legally sensible to
contract out hydrographic work? A point made was that charts are
made by professionals. But are they in fact? The hierarchy of a
national hydrographic agency involves everyone from the top executive to the new trainee. How much supervision can be exercised
over each phase of the work? In the end the head of the agency is
responsible to the government but he must rely on numerous people throughout the hierarchy. It is suggested that whether the links
are through an internal organizational link or through an external
contract does not matter provided the links are well defined and the
communication clear. One particular difficulty occurs in areas
where government personnel have developed an intimacy with the
data, such as when cartographers compile data for particular geographic areas with which they are totally familiar with its history.
Another difficulty may occur in specifying the amount of work to
be done in surveying a particularly complex area. Formulae have
been developed for specifying the number of shoals to be examined and the method of payment. Clearly as time progresses hydrographic organizations will find ways to overcome many of these
problems but it is essential that a government maintain its own
corps of planning and supervisory experts.
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Scanning LIDAR Bathymeter
(1) Deployment Strategies
By
A. K. Malone, M. J. Casey and D. Monahan
Canadian Hydrographic Service

1. Introduction
This report is a discussion of the operational necessities and constraints of the scanning LIDAR bathymetry system. The system,
which will be deployed in the fall of 1984, is composed of:
• a scanning LIDAR bathymeter housed in a DC-3 fixed-wing
aircraft,
• a microwave ranging system as the prime navigation component supplemented by an inertial reference system,
• and the LEPS (LIDAR Echo Processing System) hardware/
software.

This report discusses the general requirements and constraints;
compares flying in conjunction with or independently from a standard survey; and examines future operating possibilities.

2. General Requirements and Constraints
Regardless of whether the LIDAR system is deployed independently or in conjunction with· a standard acoustic survey, there w ill
be certain criteria which will be met and certain factors which w ill
constrain the operation. Those over which we have control are
discussed below; others, such as bad weather, equipment breakdowns, etc., are inevitable but uncontrollable.
2.1 Flight Operations
a) Distance from Airfield: The first constraint of the system is the
operational distance from the base landing strip. The maximum
flight time of the DC-3 aircraft is 5 hours at a flying speed of
125 mph. These factors dictate that for an efficient operation
the survey area must be less than 200 miles from the airfield.
Two hundred miles equates to approximately 1.5 hours flying
time, so the worst case round trip ferry time is 3 hours, leaving
two hours on site.

Another criterion which must be considered is an alternate
landing strip which must be within 300 miles of the survey area.
This strip need only be a pasture or a beach.
b) Number of Flights per Day: The number of flights per day with a
single crew would normally be two which equates to ten hours
of flying. In high arctic summer conditions with extensive daylight hours, it may be possible .and desirable to "double crew."
c) Night Missions: In view of the potential for extending the depth
penetration, night missions have been considered. As the flying
height will be only 500 metres with flight lines close to rugged
shoreline this would be hazardous. Further, since most small
airstrips are unlighted they are unsuitable for night missions.
For these reasons we have decided to reject them from our
scenario.
d) Duration of Aircraft On-Site: It will be necessary for the aircraft
to remain on-site until the data are compl etely processed to
ensure completeness, consistency and accuracy.

The survey will be completed in a very fast time compared to
acoustic methods. A 100 km2 (i.e. 10 km x 10 km) can be completely covered in 2.5 hours of flying (excluding transit time) .
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2.2 Flight Line Planning
a) Flying Parallel versus Perpendicular to Shore: It had generally
been considered that flying orthogonal to shore was an operational constraint. However, with the scanning LIDAR, there is
no longer a simple profile but a quasi-continuous swath. Under
this system there is no limitation on the direction of flight from
the point of view of defining contours. The sole consideration
for flight line direction can and sh ould be efficiency. Flying
parallel to the coast, for most cases, will be more efficient because of fewer turns which equates to more time on line. Fewer
turns will minimize gyro-drift of the altitude sensor and allevi ate
pilot fatigue. Flying parallel may, however, constrain positioning
system placement more so than flyi ng orthogonal. The transponders will have to be spread farther along the coast to provide wider coverage since the aircraft will be working in territory
in advance of the launches. Horizontal control networks will be
designed so that at least three clear ranges are available at all
times to control the geometric dilutio n of position.
b) Efficiency: Flight lines should be planned to be most efficient by
maximizing the lengths of lines and minimizing the number of
turns.
c) Coverage: The prime motivator for the aerial hydrography system is the ability to very rapidly obtain depths in shallow water,
shoal, rock and island infested areas. Flight lines must be
planned to ensure coverage in all small coves, bights and between or amongst islets, etc.

For some operations, complete coverage of a given area may
be required even though the average depth is deeper than that
obtainable from the LIDAR system. Such a case would be a
route survey where a guarantee of only a minimum depth is
necessary. The extinction depth of the lidar can be calcu lated
from the decay rate of the lidar pulse. If the bottom is not
detected before this depth then "no bottom at" soundings can
be recorded.
d) Positioning Coverage: The geometric constraints of the microwave positioning system must be taken into consideration
when planning flight-lines.

e) Flying the Lines: Generally speaki ng, the survey should be
conducted from the coast outward to avoid flight lines where no
data is obtainable, i.e. the water is too deep.

2.3 Transponder Deployment
T he requirements for transponder locations will vary from those of
a launch survey. Some considerations for deployment are:
a) Coverage: The area of coverage for the Ll DAR system will not
be as localized as is the case with launch operations. Transponders shoul d be deployed to cover the longest stretch of
coastline possible to maximize the efficiency of running lines
parallel to shore.
b) Number of transponders: The navi gation system of the LIDAR
bathymeter can handle up to 4 transponders at one time. A
minimum of th ree should be used, if possible. The geometric
configuration of the three or fou r is important and should be
kept in mind at all times.
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c) Location: Flight lines should be run parallel to the coast and this
may necessitate deploying transponders inland (approximately
10 km) to avoid flying through areas of weak geometry.
d) lntervisibility: The aircraft has a flying height of 500 metres so
intervisibility to transponders should not pose any great
difficulties.
e) Accessibility: If transponders are placed inland they must be
easily accessible with the facilities on hand. For example, if a
land vehicle is the only means of transportation, the transponder locations should be near roads.

f) Changing Transponder Locations: Due to the speed and range
of the aircraft it would not be feasible to change transponder
locations during a flight, so it must be insured that transponders
are located such that full advantage is taken of the flight.
2.4 Surface Support
There will always be a requirement for surface support regardless
of how the system is deployed. The minimum requirement for surface support is:
a) deploying transponders for the microwave system,

b) installation and observation of a tide gauge.
Other support requirements may include:
a) horizontal control establishment,
b) water quality measurements,
c) ground truthing,
d) shoal examinations.
While the system is undergoing testing and development and until
the system proves otherwise, some ground truthing by way of
acoustic sounding will be a necessity.
The surface support group will have the following requirements:
a) Resources: The vehicles which can be used depend upon operational area. In populated areas, all requirements may be met
with a land vehicle. In remote areas, a helicopter would be
necessary. In either case, a launch or boat will probably be
required.
b) Personnel: The number of personnel for the support team
should not have to exceed two (excluding pilot, cockswai n,
etc.).
c) Time Requirements: The surface support group would have to
be in the area of operation in advance of the aircraft's arrival.
T heir tasks would be to conduct any horizontal control surveys
which may be required, to deploy the transponders and install
the tide gauge. For normal operations, one week's lead time
would be sufficient.
During the flying of the LIDAR system, the surface group
would have to be on hand at all times, to change locations of
transponders as required, ensure transponders are operating,
and monitor and read the tide gauge.
At the end of the mission, two days would be required to
dismantle and retrieve all equipment.
2.5 Processing System
Processing on site will always be a requirement, regardless
whether the LIDAR survey is conducted in conjunction with or
independently from a standard survey. It will always be necessary
to process the data so that completeness, consistency and accuracy are ensured.

At the present time there is only one processing system, LIDAR
Echo Processing System (LEPS), for LIDAR bathymetry which wil l
have to travel with the LIDAR system. Two methods have been
advanced for achieving this. The first is to house the equipment in a
trailer which would be rolled to the survey site. The second is to
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have modularized packing crates constructed for the equi pment,
which would then be shipped to the survey area and assembled in
a convenient location. Each system has advantages and disadvantages, which are discussed below.
Processing System - Trailer Supported
Under the current contract for upgrading the LIDAR bathymeter
from a profiler to a scanner, a trailer is to be purchased to house
the processing system. The trailer would be transported to the
survey location.
Advantages
1) Having all the processing equipment permanentl y installed in a
trailer minimizes the set-up time on site. Set-up would involve
levelling the trailer. A self-contained precise power supply, airconditioning & heating would all be built in as would benches,
cupboards & filing cabinets.

2) A permanent installation should lead to fewer maintenance
problems.
3) An electronics technician would not be required on-site except
in the case of malfunction.
4) The entire system can be completely checked out in its working
environment prior to departing for the field.
Disadvantages
1) A trailer is restricted to travelling by road or ra(l and so would
not be able to be used for remote applications.

2) The necessity of road or rail transport precludes long transit
times which wi ll hinder rapid deployment of the LIDAR system
and speedily changing survey locations from one part of the
country to the other.
Processing System -'- Modularized
An alternate approach to the trailer is to have modularized packing
cases built for the various pieces of computer equipment. This
would enable the gear to be transpo rted via air freight as well as by
road vehicle.
Advantages
1) With the equipment in modular form, transportation can be
effected by any means of transportation. This implies that the
equipment can be shipped to any survey location. As well, it
can be transported rapidly by taking advantage of systems such
as air freight.
Disadvantages
1) Suitable accommodations on survey location would have to be
found for installation of the system.

2) A technician would be required to assemble and d ismantle the
equipment.
3) Assembly and dismantling can lead to un-due maintenance
problems.
4) T he system cannot be fully checked out until final assembly on
location.
5) The computer equipment is not highly portable. That is, components can weigh in excess of two-hundred pounds and are
delicate. This makes them very difficult to manhandle.
At the present time, the Ll DAR system is in the development stage.
Over the next few years the system wi ll be develo ped where good
suppo rt is easily obtainable, that is, in populated areas. Deployment will be for testing purposes so the system will not be subject
to a rigorous schedule and rapid deployment will not be a necessity. Considering these arguments, the processing system will, for
the near future, be housed in the traile r to take advantage of the
inherent stability of the concept.

When the LIDAR system passes from the development stage to a
production tool, the mode of transportation of the processing system will have to be reconsidered. At that time, remote applications
and rapid deployment may be the most important features to consider. In this case, the modularized system will be more advantageous than the trailer system.
2.6 Communications
Good communications are a necessity on a LIDAR survey. Communication is required between aircraft/processing unit and surface support group and, as well, between processing unit and
acoustic survey (if being run in conjunction with a standard survey). This section of the report deals with the reasons of communication but does not suggest how the problem should be broached.
This is dependent on many factors as to how the survey is conducted. It is intended that the factors given here will be given
careful consideration when planning a survey.
Aircraft/Processing Unit to Surface Support Group Requirements
1) To outline the transponder locations for the next flight.

2) To notify support group if there is a problem with a transponder
during the flight.
Surface Team to Processing Unit Requirements
1) The co-ordinates of established control stations will have to be
passed to the processing unit.

2) Tidal values will be required on a daily basis.
Processing Unit to Acoustic Survey
1) Hydrographer in Charge (H.I.C.) of acoustic survey to direct the
aircraft on a daily basis.

2) H.I.C. of acoustic survey to view LIDAR data for shoals which
have to be examined and holes which have to be filled .
3) To allow a comparison to be made between LIDAR and acoustic depths. In this instance a direct comparison of the physical
sheets would be required.

3. Deployment Scenarios
Under the present system there are two modes by which the scanning LIDAR bathymeter could be deployed. The first is as a flying
launch with the aircraft directly associated with a standard acoustic
survey. The second is that the LIDAR survey could be conducted
independently of the acoustic survey. The advantages and disadvantages of each one are presented here.
3.1 Lidar Survey in Conjunction with an Acoustic Survey
In this mode, the LIDAR aircraft would be in the survey area at the
time of the acoustic sounding.o.peration. In this manner,, it would
act as an additional survey vessel under the direction of the H.I.C.
of the acoustic survey party.
Advantages of Operating in Conjunction
1) All surface support would be on hand, i.e. - horizontal control,
transponder deployment and tide gauge installation would be
handled by the acoustic survey party. This would be particularly
important in remote areas where a ship-based survey could
provide surface support.

5) Water quality measurements, if necessary, could be easily obtained by surface vessels operated by the acoustic survey party.
6) Hydrographic personnel could rotate through both processes,
thus giving maximum exposure to the LIDAR survey.
Disadvantages of Operating in Conjunction
1) If the LIDAR system is not available at the beginning of the
survey, assumptions must be made as to what areas the LIDAR
will cover (depth penetration by the system will vary from one
place to another) so that launch sounding can commence. If
the assumed depth penetration is shoaler than actual, then the
launches may spend considerable time surveying areas where
there is no requirement for acoustic soundings. If the assumed
penetration is greater than actual, a gap may result between
Ll DAR and acoustic data which wou ld have to be filled at a later
date. In either case, efficiency of the acoustic sounding operation wi ll be reduced.

2) Due to the high speed of the LIDAR system it will qu ickly outstrip the acoustic survey. Therefore the conventional approach
of a "moving front" of horizontal and vertical control with the
sounding launches will have to be modified to satisfy the control requ irements of t~1e aircraft.
3) To take advantage of this system, daily communication between lauch party and aircraft is necessary for planning and
operations. This may be extremely difficult if the landing strip is
some distance (maximum 200 mi les) from the survey area and
survey headquarters.
4) The LIDAR system would be dependent upon an acoustic survey taking place in a given area for support and as such would
restrict the system's flexibility, schedule and ability to conduct a
timely survey at short notice.
5) The acoustic survey would not be able to take full advantage of
the LIDAR survey data in terms of planning as would be the
case if the LIDAR survey was conducted prior to the acoustic
survey.
3.2 Lidar Survey Independent of Acoustic Survey
In this scenario, the LIDAR survey would be conducted, the data
processed and made available in field sheet format and on magnetic tape prior to a standard acoustic survey taking place. The
LIDAR system could be deployed earlier in the season or the season before the acoustic survey is.conducted.
Advantages of Operating Independently
1) Time would exist for planning of the acoustic survey which
would maximize the efficiency of the launch/ ship operation.
The following parameters would be known prior to the acoustic
survey entering the field:

•

an exact definition of the limit of the LIDAR data, hence an
exact definition of acoustic sounding requirements,

•

the location of all shoals within the LIDAR coverage,

•

any areas where no further work is required, thereby possibly lessening the need for electrical centres, hence reducing
control surveys.

2) It may be determined that an acoustic operation is not required
at all, for example:

2) Resources such as transponders, accommodations, etc., could
be shared between the two units.

•

In a channel survey, adequate coverage is obtained and no
shoals are located in or near the channel.

3) The LIDAR system cou ld be directed on a day-to-day basis by
the H.I.C. of the acoustic survey party. Thereby, possibly maximizing the efficiency of all units.

•

It may be determined that the area or route is not suitable for
the intended use, e.g. - too shoal, too deep, foul ground,
etc.

4) Working with LIDAR and acoustic techniques would provide
immediate quality control of both the LIDAR and acoustic data.

3) The LIDAR system would not be dependent upon a survey
party being in an area and could proceed to work areas on its
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own schedule. This is particularly advantageous if an unplanned survey becomes necessary during the course of a season. The system could be rapidly and effectively deployed.
4) The LIDAR system could be a very good planning tool on a
wider scale than for any particular survey. For example, if a
beaching area is to be selected from several possibilities, the
LIDAR bathymeter can be flown over the candidate areas and
thus permit selection. Costlier and slower launch operations
would only be required in this one area to supplement and
expand upon the LIDAR data should this prove necessary.
5) The LIDAR bathymeter system, acting alone would be extremely useful for acquiring timely data; for example: post
dredging surveys, after storm surveys of areas such as Sable
Island, etc.
6) Communications will be less of a problem as it is likely that the
surface support group will be in direct contact with the aircraft
and processing unit.
Disadvantages of Operating Independently
1) Surface support would be required for any survey and the necessary vehicles and equipment would have to be mobilized to
the area of operation in advance of the aircraft. In some areas,
this may prove to be a logistically difficult task. The worst case
would take on the following dimensions:

•

survey area 200 miles from nearest village, only access by
boat or air,

•

this distance is at the extreme range for a helicopter, fuel
caches would have to be flown in, probably by light aircraft
on floats. A large amount of flying time would be required
for transit only.

•

For the first few years, until the system is fully developed
and tested, a boat will be required to provide ground truthing. In future years this may still be a requirement. In this
case, some type of boat would have to be transported to the
survey area.

•

It is possible that a boat will also be required for establishing
the tide gauge.

2) Ground-truthing by acoustic sounding may·not be possible due
to the lack of facilities, particularly in remote areas. If discrepancies arise when the acoustic survey is undertaken at a later
date it may be very difficult to determine the reason and correct
the problem.
3) Conducting a LIDAR survey prior to an acoustic survey would
require mobilizing to the area twice which would involve additional expense.
4) The LIDAR system would necessarily have to provide all of its
own equipment (transponders, tide gauges, etc.) which again
will run into additional expense.
5) If water quality measurements are required , a boat will be a
necessity for the surface support group. This can be difficult in
some operational areas.
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6) Operating the LIDAR independently of an acoustic survey limits
the opportunity for hydrographic staff to gain exposure to the
LIDAR bathymeter system.

3.3. Summary
There is such a large variety of survey operations and applications
that it becomes difficult to dictate that one of the two above mentioned scenarios should always be selected over the other. Each
scenario has its own strengths and weaknesses. It can only be
recommended that an intended survey should be seriously reviewed, taking into consideration the arguments presented in the
former sections, to determine which strategy would be most advantageous for that particular survey, and what limitations may be
incurred.

4. Potential Operational Scenarios
This paper has dealt with the possible operational scenarios of the
scanning LIDAR system as they appear today. Once the system
passes from development stage to a production tool the operations
may change. Some of the concepts which may evolve are discussed here.

The scanning LIDAR bathymeter could be deployed as an integral
part of a first-stage survey which would include the extention of
horizontal control, establishing vertical datum and flying aerial
photography for shoreline and topographic information. The following season a second-stage survey operation (acoustic) would
be carried out to complete the sounding coverage and collect any
other required data. The first-stage survey would drastically enhance the efficiency of the launch/ship second-stage survey.
Having the aircraft in the survey area acquiring LIDAR data provides the potential of flying other airborne sensors in the same time
period. One of these, the aerial camera, has already been mentioned in the previous section. The use of a vertically mounted
video-recorder may prove to be very beneficial for positioning and
determining the heights of rocks, islets, breakwaters, fish wiers and
a host of other detail. Other sensors such as Multi-Spectral
Scanner may be included.
A stand-alone LIDAR bathymetry system where no surface support
is required is a very attractive scenario. Developments in positioning methods will be required to accomplish this. Perhaps, with the
introduction of G.P.S. such a system could reach fruition.
Once refinements to the size and weight of the equipment are
made it may be possible to install the system in a helicopter. This
vehice would then be assigned to a particular survey and carry out
the same functions as it does at the present time and as well to
conduct the LIDAR survey.
These are but a few possibilities, more will become apparent as the
system evolves. The scanning LIDAR bathymeter will be a valuable
surveying tool and potential uses and deployments should always
be investigated.
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Scanning LIDAR Bathymeter
(2) Data Processing
By
M. J. Casey, D. Monahan and A. K. Malone
Canadian H ydrographic Service

1.0 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to review the current data processing
scheme for processing airborne lidar bathy metry, to highlight its
strengths and weaknesses and to outline how we propose to establish a new suite of programs to handle the data from the new
scanning lidar- the LARSEN 500.
The lidar program had its genesis within the late Aerial Hydrography Pilot Project' where its purpose was to supplement the
photogrammetric procedures by improving the photogrammetric
models and by placing a bound upon depth measurement errors
by supplying an independent measure of depth. A recent evaluation of airborne techniques2 has demonstrated that the lidar holds
sufficient promise as a survey tool to warrant considerable further
development. Towards this end the Canadian Hydrographic Service has contracted OPTECH Inc. to take the existing profiling lidar
& to refabricate it into a scanning system thereby increasing its
productivity & usefulness. Recent studies performed by industry
for CHS have shown how a scanning system might best be built
and implemented3 and where it could be used4
2.0 The LEPS
The existing data processing system is known as the Lidar Echo
Processing System (LEPS). It has evolved over the past few years
as a valuable tool in lidar analysis. A sophisticated graphics package called BEST has been developed by MONITEQ Ltd. w hich
allows for individual lidar pul se returns to be displayed for analysis.
Pulses ca n be show n singly or as a stacked trace so that pulse
shape changes can be monitored for researchers to correlate with
changes in depth or water clarity. Other pertinent information such

AMPLITUDE

as laser output power, receiver field of view, Photomultiplier Tube
(PMT) voltage etc., can also be plotted with the pulse shapes so
that experiments involving the addition, deletion o r change in a
subcomponent can be analyzed and optimum set-ups established
for different environmental conditions. Furthermore through some
sophisticated signal processing on the waveforms the system
computes and supplies the depth bias associated with lidar beamspreadings in water.
LEPS performs a great variety of analytical functions and has
proven to be a very useful tool in the evolution of lidar bathy metry.
Unfortunately it does not do a very good job of processing the lidar
data to extract water depths since this was never its primary function. It is now our task to re-direct LEPS so that its primary function
is processing bathymetry in a form that is acceptable to field hydrographers and at a throughput rate w hich is useful.
In the c urrent package the new data tapes are first stripped and
reformatted on a DEC-10 main frame computer. The reformatted
tapes are then loaded onto the LEPS tape drive and down loaded
onto disk. Navigation Data is processed separately on the DEC-1 0
and later merged w ith the lidar depths.
The lidar data is recorded in digitartormat. On receipt of the analog
signal in the aircraft the lidar transceiver passes the signal to a
Biom ation digitizer wh ich creates a digital image of the analog
pulse shape. This image is broken into a record of 1024 descrete
time bins each with a width of 2n sec. Al l further data processing is
based on this reco rd. See Figure 1

LIDAR ECHO

FILE:
EVENT #:
EVENT TIME:
FLIGHT LINE:

255

SAMPLE NUMBER

BP0380.SLR
309
18:39:36.029
82-008-038

0

FIGURE 1
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Figure 2
The first stage of extracting the depths is to generate a grey scale
plot on the VERSATEC plotter. This involves calculating a greyscale code for each of the 1024 time bins in a lidar return pulse. The
darkness of the grey scale is proportional to the pulse amplitude
within each bin . A large amplitude such as the surface return corresponds to a dark code, a strong bottom return likewise. A weaker
bottom return pulse would correspondingly be shown as a lighter
shade. A series of pulses processed in this way will generate a
bottom profile very similar in appearance to that of an echogram.
This analog trace has a number of uses. It gives the hydrographer a
graphic depiction of the bottom profile and can be used, as can a
conventional echogram, as a shoal detection tool. It also gives an
indication of the water quality and hence an indication of the quality of the lidar depths. A noisy graph with a barely detectable bottom trace indicates potential trouble. If the individual wave forms
are examined they will show a poorly defined bottom return pulse
barely above the background noise level. A clean graph on the
other hand indicates a high signal to noise ratio with a corresponding increase in the quality of the lidar depths. See Figure 2.

3.0 The New LEPS
Figure 3 shows the flow of data in the new system. A new operating
system in LEPS will allow for time sharing of resources so that
more than one task can be performed at once. The VERSATEC
driver software is being upgraded to increase the throughput of
bottom traces. An automatic bottom tracking algorithm is being
developed to replace the digitizing of the grey sacles. The bias
correction algorithm is being streamlined for production. A more
powerful disk drive has been added to increase the amount of

DATA PROCESSING BLOCK DIAGRAM

This bottom profile can also be digitized. Currently this is the only
method available in LEPS for getting depth data in digital form.
This is a slow and tedious procedure and under the current operating system no other data processing can take place during this
step. Nevertheless this is the technique which has been used to
date to demonstrate the technical feasibility of the Lidar
Bathymeter.
Once the data are in digital form the individual bias correctors are
calculated and applied. This process involves examining the individual lidar pulses, estimating certain water quality parameters
through a non-linear regression on that pulse and accessing a
multi-parameter look-up table to pull out the appropriate bias corrector. The corrected depths are then stored on disk for later merging with the navigation data. Sounding selection to date has been
simply to show every 6th sounding (regardless of bottom topography) since this involved no overplotting of depths. Plotting has
been performed elsewhere since LEPS does not have a suitable
plotter.

FIGURE 3
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on-line data available and a new plotter has been purchased to plot
the soundings. New software is being written to generate flighttracks, perform tide corrections and process navigation
information.
The positioning of the individual lidar soundings will involve up to
four ranges, an altitude, two scan angles and the roll, pitch and yaw
angles. Data filtering and spike rejection will be required on the
four ranges and altitude data. The estimation of aircraft position
will be by Least Squares.
Depth selection poses an interesting chal lenge. The depth data will
be similar in distribution to that of a swath system so that soundings must be chosen both along and across the swath. Initially
soundings will be selected by the usual hydrographic criterion employed since the introduction of the HAAPS system in the early
1970's. The shallowest depth within a fixed-length scale-dependent
record will be chosen for plotting and only those other critical
soundings which can be plotted clearly will be selected to complement it. In the case of LARSEN the record will correspond to a 2
dimensional area as opposed to a fixed interval along the profile.
Since the LARSEN measures depths over a swath its data are very
amenable to machine contouring. With the LEPS ability to store
vast amounts of data on-line it would be possible to combine several swaths together and to generate the contour set on an areaby-area basis. In this way the maximum potential of a swath system
can be exploited.
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SUMMARY
The LARSEN system represents a new technological leap in data
acquisition . Upwards of 70,000 soundings per hour will be recorded. To be useful and acceptable to hydrographers these data
must be processed and available for viewing within one day. The
current system will undergo a substantial change as it moves from
being a tool for analysis and experimentation to that of a production tool assisting hydrographers in their tasks.

We would like to hear some news from all our non-CHS members.
If you have anything to contribute to our NEWS column, please write to:

The Editor, 'Lighthouse',
The Canadian Hydrographer's Association
Bedford Institute of Oceanography, P.O. Box 1006,
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada B2Y 4A2
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STORIES OF CANADA'S LAKES AND RIVERS
A HUMANISTIC COUNTERWEIGHT TO BOFFIN ISLAND
by
Farrell Boyce
Burlington, Ontario
and
George and Eva Macdonald
Dundas, Ontario

Gr ound is made holy by virtue of a long human association . Places where our
fathers and grandfathers Jived and worked are precious to us; we search out
and cherish these links wit h the past .
The lakes and r ivers of Canada were
essential to communication
and industry
in the early days of the count r y,
and although
they are v ital to us for
these and other r easons today, the
connection
with our past weaves
them into the fabric of human continuity
that is essential to a stable and compassionate society.

PROLOGUE
The r e i s n o song for i ce .
No d rumbeat punc t u ates
the lon g cold g r i n d
of granit e bou l ders
down a sterile slope .
Snow hiss , wind moan ,
the rumble from
d eep-fissured froz en throat,
And the soft high whistle of moonlight
Over a world poised
eternally between heartbeats.
Licking softly came the melting.
Trickling under sodden snow,
Carolling down the glacier's snout,
Brawling in the ouiwash plain,
Until a milky plume
at some distant sea,
Foretold the land's awakening.
Now the song begins,
With showerings of raindrops
and sprinklings of small birds.
South wind whispers in the spruce,
And the first loon calls
among the shore ice.
And always and hereafter,
the sound of water
Slinking black along the snowbanks,
Gathering strength among the stones,
Rattling silver through the chutes,
Rumbling angry as the ice pans
Tip and rush to ruin
in the sluice.
And with the south wind,
The waves first drumming
on a rim of gravel.
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INDIAN
At the feasts
or in the sweat lodge,
Old men tell our story.
How we came from the land
of wampum shells
To settle along
the great river.
Rock hills and pines
guard the way north,
And to the south
are those we do not trust.
To each there is a place.
Two trees cannot grow
on the same ground,
And when an old tree has fallen
The young ones
grow more richly.
No strength is forever lost.
White is the color of winter,
The color of the ice
beyond the hills
That will come again
in its time.
But the sun has brought
a new season
And the river
has pushed winter out to sea.
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VOYAGEUR
was born in the pays d'en haut_
My fathers winter camp
along the Ottawa.
My mother, you will see her
in my eyes.
But the nose is Norman
From across the sea.
So are the old songs.
You know the one
about the pretty girls
with all the verses?
I tell you, on the long paddle,
The wind will turn and follow you
Just to hear those songs.
To make a canoe go well
It's not just paddles.
Good tobacco helps,
And so do rum, fish soup and sagamite.
But it takes a song to make her skim.
And I tell you this.
When the winter has passed,
And you can see the furrows
coming through the snow,
And the girls come outside bare-armed
to fetch stove wood,
And stay awhile
to watch the sun glint on the river,
Call to the young fellows
with the nets,
That is when it is hard to leave.
Cold water and a heavy paddle.
Big thunder in the chutes
and the portages long.
Remember that face in the doorway,
The white blouse
and the waving slender arm.
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LUMBERJACK
Remember Jake Mowbry's show out of Renfrew
And his lumber camp on the Dumaine?
Never no trouble in there
with Tim O'Donnell as foreman.
Always Tim to lead the new bunch in.
Stand them a round of drinks
in the Shamrock Tavern
The night before they lett.
He'd wait 'til the loud ones
started bragging,
And then in that quiet way of
He'd bet a snort
of the Shamrock's finest
That they'd not follow.
"Give me elbow room, boys!"
We'd clear away.
Tim'd lay his hat and pipe on the bar
then step way back,
Swing one leg off the floor
like a teamsters whip,
And plant both boot heels
in the ceiling.
He'd have his hat on his head
and his pipe relit
Before the dust fell.
But that's not all Tim did.
He'd hire a fiddler every fall,
Same {ella,
Limpy little guy
and not much good in the woods.
But we all looked after him,
'Cause Saturday night
You could hear the boots stomp
and the fiddle squawk
A mile beyond the camp.
Good winters those,
Salt pork, beans, and black tea.
These old wool pants of mine
still got the camboose smoke in them.
The log drive. Yessir!
Work our way down the river,
Just a shade behind the ice.
River boss was always saying
If you weren't wet
to the waist by noon,
You weren't doing your work.
Ojibways the best river men,
And after them the French.
They'd ride a log
into the eddy
above a big drop,
Step off the one end
onto the shore,
While the other end swung

We'd always say
the first logs through
would grease the river.
No one liked to think of jams.
Out there on the trembling log pile
with the river thundering through below,
That's no place for a defiant sinner.
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SETTLER
We were sixty days crossing to Montreal,
Heaving and h eaving
'til I could n o longer tell
Whether t h e sky or the ship moved more.
Young David sick,
and old David daily sorry
He'd set us on this route.
We'd heard of cholera on ships,
Marking their passage
With a l i ne of final splashes
in a cold sea.
But l osing heart is worse,
When there's no going back
to find and mend it .
And while the ship hod been a smaller world ,
Not friendly, but f ami liar,
The bateau on the big river
forced you to look two ways;
Outward to the trees and endl ess river,
And inward to yourself,
Both vistas empty of promise.
Ol d David had an oar to pull,
And 'twas the pai n spared him
both desolations.
And always, always , the sound of water,
Running but the one way, and we against it.
Leaving Kingston on a crowded schooner,
Burdened with ruffians
and reeking of rum,
The rude October wind
and the vast lake
Mocked- the wild Atlantic.
We huddled in the clammy comfort
of an old sail
And wetter still,
we d i sembarked at York .
The roug h wagons and t he mud
Led to Scar bor ough and t h e end,
My begi n n ings on my furt hest longitude.
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SURVEYOR
Me and Jimmy used to spend afternoons
in the Kirkwood Hotel.
Jimmy had a room
somewhere over near Spadina .
I think he hauled ashes
and swept walks for his landlady.
I don't know where he got his money.
Me?
I'd wait 'til the old man
l eft for the foundry ,
And when I felt the house relax a bit_
I'd sneak into the kitchen
to find eggs and toast
In the warming oven
under an old pot lid,
And two quarters saved from the money
the old lady got cleaning houses.
Then I'd check the wont ads
for jobs on yachts heading south,
Then stroll downtown
past the hiri ng halls.
Once I got a job delivering flyers
up in Scarborough .
A cent apiece and car fare.
They sent a real raving Scotty out to check,
And he caught me cramming them
into hedges.
Two car rides, fifty cents,
a kick in the ass,
And a bunch of grousing from Jimmy
Who barely had the change for a beer.
That was a good day's haul!
Well this day I'm telling you about,
I was early at the hotel,
Just licking the foam
from number two,
When in comes Jimmy
like a squall off the lake ,
Grabs my glass and drains it.
ncome on Fred, we gotta go.
Train leaves at five for Frazer dale,
and here's your ticket!
You're looking at the smartest
rod and chainmen on the Abitibi! n
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WIDOW
The Christmas otter Robert went
was the worst.
You know how it is up here
in the winter,
A party trip,
Sixty miles down the highway
and back after midnight
In the snow.
Folks were being kind
and taking me along.
"Can't shut yourself up, Mary,
Life's tor the living."
But as we'd get in the car,
Heater going full blast,
I'd be thinking
that not all journeys
Have the destination we intend.
With Robert's ship laid up,
He'd served relief on other ships.
Home at Thanksgiving tor once
and we raked the yard.
The big maple tree out front held back
And we could see the leaves hanging on
like winter sparrows.
"Next blow will bring them down, n
said Robert.
And it did.
And his ship with them,
He and his mates drifting to the bottom
At the season's turn.
As
was coming home
from one of those party trips,
With the moon high,
I got a view of the lake from the road,
And my eyes drew along the moon's path
To the tar dark.
I think my heart did stop
and turn cold
as the car sped on.
I gave a little cry,
And for the longest time,
Nobody spoke.
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CAMPER
Oh yeah!
Summer camp was really great!
I sat on the bus beside Patty Cline,
She had a whole boxtul of cookies
Her Grandma sent the day before.
We had a really neat cabin,
And guess what?
You know Martha,
Who moved to Mississauga last fall?
Well she was in my cabin too.
We had a campfire every night
Down by the lake.
We'd sit on logs,
And when the counselors
threw more wood on the fire,
You could see the yellow flame
reflecting in the birch trees.
Mrs. Gil bert said
the Indians used to camp here
And that if you dug in the grass,
You might find some junk
they left behind.
But she wouldn't Jet us.
On the last night we had a big pow wow.
Everyone had a feather in their hair,
And otter we had the fire lit
We sang songs .
ft. was kind of spooky
Sitting in the dark
Thinking about the ghosts
of Indians and traders
Who sat around the same fires
ages and ages ago,
Singing their own songs.
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EPILOGUE

There is no river in this land,
That's not been paddled up
or lined,
By Iroquois, Ojibway,
fur trader or police,
That's not been drove
By blaspheming loggers
in wool pants
Chasing the last good pine stick,
That's not been homesteaded
by folks to whom heaven
WAS eternal rest_
Nor seen surveyors marks along the shore,
Nor felt the current slow
When sluice gates first clanged shut.
But still, it's good to see
the bends unwind before us.
It's good to trace the curve
into the hills,
To push over the divide of years,
To sing a long remembered song
While resting at the water's edge.
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Surveying The Sands
Off Sable
By
Adam J. Kerr

HISTORICAL
Much has been written, both fact and fiction, about this narrow
strip of sand and marram grass lying some 100 nautical miles off
the coast of Nova Scotia. The island, lying close to the edge of the
Gulf Stream and the main shipping route between North America
and Europe, has had more than its share of shipwrecks. So many,
in fact, that during the nineteenth century lifesaving stations were
especially set up on the island to rescue the many poor sailors who
found themselves washed ashore on its sandy beaches. Frequent
fogs and the currents setting across the lo ng shallow bars brought
many a fine sailing ship to its doom. Even today shipwrecks are not
uncommon.
The island is rich in history. It was first charted in 1505 by the
Portuguese pilot Pedro Reinel, who called it Santa Cruz. Later in
the sixteenth century it was stocked with cattle and pigs to provide
a source of food for shipwrecked mariners. In 1598 a Frenchman,
La Roche, left 60 convicts on th e island to see how they might fare
under adverse conditions. Sadly they did not and only eleven survived and these w here then pardoned by the King of France. Du ring the next two centuries various attempts were made at settlement. In 1801 the Government of Nova Scotia suggested the
establishment of a colony of three families to live on Sable Island to
control the shipw reckers which were at the time an additional hazard to passing seafarers. Today, the inhabitants consist of the
lighthouse keepers and the meteorologists with various itinerants
during the milder summer months.
At present, interest in Sable Island and its adjacent waters is centered around the exploration for hydrocarbons. Substantial reserves of natural gas have been discovered at the Venture field,
only six miles off the east end of the island. In recent months other
discoveries have been made close to the island, and the prospects
for actual production are high. A gas pipeline to the mainland is
planned to be in operation around 1988. Thi s year four drilling
platforms are at work in the vicin ity of the island and more are
schedu led to move in. Each rig has its accompanying supply vessels, and there is now a considerable fleet of these vessels ferrying
supplies and equipment between the exploration sites and ports on
the Nova Scotia mainland, such as Mulgrave, Sydney, and Halifax.

THE LAW
Sable Island has an important place in Canadian constitutional law
being specifically mentioned in the British North America Act 1867.
Under Section 91 describing the Distributio n of Leg islative Powers,
the Parliament of Canada is provided with the exclusive legislative
authority over "Beacons, Buoys, Lighthouses, and Sable Island".
This, incidentally, is followed by its authority over "Navigation and
Shipping". In spite of this statutory evidence, the jurisdictio n of
Sable Island and particularly the mineral resources beneath its
adjacent waters has been a contentious subject between the Federal and Provincial governments for many years. The latter was
seeming ly resolved with respect to the Territorial Sea, which is a
12-mile belt of maritime coastline, in the case known as the B.C.
Reference ruled on by the Supreme Court in 1965. This stated that
the lands under the sea do not fall within any of the enumerated
heads of Section 92 since they are not within a province. This is
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now being questioned by the provinces, particularly Newfou ndland, w hich considers its case different from British Columbia and
has placed the matter again before the Supreme Court. Nova Scoti a has decided, instead, to sig n an agreement with the Federal
Government concern ing the offshore lands off that province, including those around Sable Island. T his agreement refers to an
"historic footprint" around the island, and although the area of the
footprint rem ains under the administrative control of the Federal
govern ment, the revenues from o il and gas will accrue to the province. Furthermore, to quote from this agreement (Section 24),
"The authority of the Minister under the Canada Oil and Gas Act in
respect of the area which is with in the province of Nova Scotia shall
be exercised by the Minister of Mines and Energy of Nova Scotia".
This agreement is subject to change under the "Most Favoured
Province" clause and may well do so if Newfoundland is able to
work out a more rewarding agreement with the Federal
Government.
The question of the jurisdiction over o il and gas in the offshore is
rather different from the exercise of jurisdiction over customs,
which is one of the significant fields of jurisdiction in the area of the
Territorial Sea. Customs lie under the authority of the Federal Government whether it be on land or sea. A matter of issue at present is
the geographical extent over wh ich customs jurisdiction may take
place. The legal history of the United States and Canada is filled
with cases concerning customs authority, fi rst surrounding the
prohibition period in the USA of which the "I'm Alone" case* is
famous and in recent years concern ing drug runn ing in both the
USA and Canada. With the introduction of an Exclusive Economic
Zone in the Th ird Law of the Sea Conference, various countries,
including Canada are moving to amend their legislation to extend
th e area of customs jurisdiction to th e 200-mile limit or the edge of
th e continental margin as defined by Article 76 of the Law of the
Sea Treaty. The in itial objective of these amendments wi ll provide
improved customs jurisdiction over the drilling operations taking
place off their shores. There are at present certain difficulties as the
freedom of shipping on the High Seas remains a jealously guarded
international privi lege, and it wi ll be a moot point whether a dril lship is enjoying freed om of the High Seas or being attached to the
seafloor is liable to national customs duties. This situation may not
be so contentious in the case of semi-submersible drilling platforms. Undoubted ly, not only will customs be a consideration but
the exercise of criminal law over th is extended domain wi ll also
pose an interesti ng problem for lawyers.
The delimitation of the boundaries of certain jurisdictions, such as
the Territorial Sea* and the 200-mile lim it is dependent upon the
baselines from wh ich the distances are measured. These baseli nes
are either in the fo rm of straight baselines between points of land
which have been arbitrarily established, or the frequently sinuous
low water line. In this paper we shall not delve into the contentious
issue of straight baselines but will consider only the low water
baseli nes. Article 5 of the Law of the Sea Convention states:
" Except where otherwise provided in this Convention, the normal baseline for measuring the breadth of the territorial sea is
the low-water line along the coast as marked on large-scale
charts officially recognized by the coastal state''
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'The case of the "I'm Alone" involved a Canadian vessel that was pursued by
the U.S. Coast Guard allegedly for rum runn ing. The bosun was killed, and
Canada claimed the vessel was outside of customs' jurisdiction and demanded and received an apology.

Off Sable Island where a swell exists almost all the time such
detailed measurements are hard to obtain, and the existence of
low-tide elevations along the bars may prove difficult to determine.

'At present Canada claims a Territorial Sea extending 12 miles out from the
low water baseline over which it exercises considerable authority including
customs jurisdiction.

It was questions of the above nature and the general question of
locating the low water baseline more precisely that caused the
Ch ief Surveyo r from Mobil Oil to approach the Canadian Hydrographic Service to request a more precise and up-to-date determination of the low water line, in order to position the basel ine from
w hich the territorial sea and exclusive economic zone are determined. This initiative caused the Hydrographic Service to further
consider the overall navigation situation around the island. At the
time the largest scale charts were at a scale of 1:300,000, (with large
blank areas in shallow water) and the two charts had been produced 13 and 23 years ago. It seemed probable that not only would
th e position of the low water line have changed, but also that the
existing charts were inadequate for the numerous vessels associated w ith the drilling operations that were now operating in the
vic inity of Sable Island. Thi s led to a decision to conduct a modern
survey and to subsequently produce two new charts at the larger
scale of 1:100,000 covering the island and the adjacent water area.

It was this definition that caused oil companies drilling off Sable
Island and near the edge of the Territorial Sea to ponder on the
precise position of this low water line because at that time whether
or not they were located within the Territorial Sea was a matter of
concern in the area of customs tariffs. In fact there is a further zone,
known as the Contiguous Zone and extending to not more tha 24
mi les beyond the baselines with in wh ich a coastal state may "prevent infringement of its customs, fiscal, im migration, or sanitary
regulations within its territory or territorial sea". However it is the
Territorial Sea w ithin wh ich customs authority may be directly
exercised.
Sable Island is geographically mobile, the sand being eroded from
one part and accreted to another, the result being that over the
years the position and outline of the island has changed considerably. So changed has it been, that during the last century coastal
schooners used to find haven in shallow creeks in its interior which
had access to the seas, but today these creeks are no more than
shallow ponds and salt flats that are comp letely cut off from the
sea. James and Stanley (1967) 1 indicate that the island appears to
have lost 14.5 km. from the west and gained 18 km . on the east end
over 200 years. In normal land boundary law, changes brought
about by erosion and accretion of the land adjacent to a waterway
result in a change in the boundary, the property owner of an eroding shore being the loser and of an accreting shore being the
w inner. This situation is c learly different in international law as can
be noted in Article 5 of the Law of the Sea Treaty, which claims that
in the case of deltas a boundary wil l remain even if the land/sea
interface changes. Essentially the baseline from which the boundaries are determined does not move until a new low water line is
marked on large scale charts officially recognized by the Coastal
State and the state has given due publicity and deposited a copy of
the chart w ith the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
Two other points of legal definition must be considered with respect to Sable Island. One is the fact that it is an island and under
Article 121 of the Law of the Sea Treaty there is a special reg ime for
islands, the critical factor being that "rocks wh ich cannot sustain
human habitation or economic life of their own shall have no exclusive economic zone or continental shelf". Thi s is not the situation of Sable Island which is, as previously stated, permanently
inhabited. As such the normal provisions concerning other land
territory apply. The second point to consider is that the baseline
around the island may possibly be extended by the ex istence of
low-tide elevations. These are isolated features situated wholly or
partly within the breadth of the territorial sea that cover at high
water and uncover at low water and may be used as points to
extend the baseline and consequently may move the boundary of
the territorial sea and the exclusive econom ic zone seawards.
Some of these features were thought to exist along the long shallow bars that extend off each end of Sable Island and were consequently of concern to the drflling compan ies. Just how critical the
surveying of these low-tide elevations can be was brought out in a
case in England dealing with a pirate radio station and whether or
not it was located in Engli sh t erritorial jurisd iction. In the case
known as "Post Office v. Estuary Radio (1967)" Judge O'Connor
stated:
"Nevertheless, if one has got to deal in inches, w hich to my
mind is, save for the purposes of the c hart, a fairly unreal concept, four inches is enough; something is either drying out or is
not drying o ut."

THE SURVEY (1981-82)
O ne method to determ ine the low water line is to use photogrammetry controlled by tidal observations. In view of the dynam ic nature of Sable Island up-to-date aerial photography was considered
essential. Difficulty had been encountered in previous surveys in
the sixties in setting up tide gauges as anything mounted on the
seafloor quickly became buried in the sand. Fortunately, the presence of the drilling platforms provided an excellent base on which
to mount a tide gauge above the sandy seafloor.
Difficulties had also been encountered previously in operating survey launches c lose to the shoreline. A persistent swell produces
almost continuous breaking waves along the coastline and particularly over the bars where the wave action is aggravated by the tidal
current as it flows over these shallow areas. In view of the recent
development of aerial hydrographic tech niq ues and the overall
clarity of the water, it was decided to use photographic methods for
measuring the shallow water bathymetry. A method of interpreting
the shallow water depths had been developed by Garry Hunter
Associates. A limited number of depth profiles were measured using survey launches and echo sounders in the areas free of breaking waves. In the rougher beach areas an inflatable craft was used
for the same purpose. In addition to these convent ional tech niques
of providing base information, a new short base helicopte r photogrammetric system was used to measure depths over a few identifiable bottom targets, mainly wrecks, that are to be found in the
area. Using recently flow n colou red aerial photographs the interpreters were able to extend the baseline information from the profiles and spot depths to provide shallow water bathymetry around
the entire island and over the shallow bars. Depth penetration by
this method was always greater than 10 metres and in some cases
to 12 metres, and actual bathymetric contours were drawn at 2, 5,
and 10 metres. The accuracy of this method although not meeting
normal hydrograph ic standards is acceptable in view of the mobile
nature of the coastline and shallow water features. The contractors
estimated that the low water line was interpreted with confidence
for the w hole island, the 2 metre contour was interpreted with a
high degree of confidence at ± 0.5 metre, the 5 metre contour with
a reasonable degree of confidence at ± 1 metre, and the 10 metre
contour at between ± 1 metre and ± 2 metres. Subsequent detailed
sounding of the offsho re area wh ich overlapped the inshore bathymetry provided a further degree of acceptance.
The flyi ng of the aerial photography and the initial field work was
carried out during the first summer and interpretation of the inshore bathymetry carried out during the next winter. Early the next
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summer the major survey vessel BAFFIN with its accompanying
fleet of six launches and one helicopter were assigned to surveying
the coastal and offshore waters.

Integrated Navigation) System. Accuracy comparisons for the
Loran-e were excellent and generally in the order of 50 metres and
seldom over 100 metres.

Precise positioning of the survey fleet presented a particular problem as Sable Island is so shaped that it is difficult to obtain good
geometry of the position lines, particularly in the critical bar areas.
Short-range (Mini Ranger) positioning systems established on the
island would provide poor angles of cut while Hi-Fix stations set up
on the mainland which would be over 100 miles away would be less
accurate. It was decided to use a combination of systems and
optimize them for best position. Consequently, a Hi-Fix system was
set up with two stations on the mainland and one on the island.
Miniranger microwave systems were established at various locations on the island, and finally since the Canadian East Coast
Loran-e chain provides good geometry of position lines in that
area, it also was used with receivers being provided for each mobile
survey unit. The ship was able to monitor and integrate all the
various navigation systems using the BIONAV (Bedford Institute

The survey was favoured by remarkably fine weather, apart from
the fog , which does not present a serious problem for modern
radar-equipped and electronically positioned survey launches. The
entire area of 14000 square kilometres was completed in a period
of 58 days. The position of the low water line is estimated to have
moved 2.2 km from that previously charted. A 0.2 metre drying
sand bar was located 9.3 km from the east end of the island thus
extending the limits of the territorial sea. Agreement between photog ram metric interpretation of depths and depths actually measured by echo sounder was satisfactory.

.____ _ M
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The Canadian Hydrographic
Service (Atlantic) Sweep Program
A Status Report

By
R. Burke
Head, Hydrographic Development Division
Canadian Hydrographic Service, Atlantic Reg ion

INTRODUCTION
The last two decades of shipping have heralded a new evolution in
vessel size and operational criteria. Economics have dictated that
larger vessels must be utilized to turn a profit and that operations
be optimized for maximum cargo and minimum turnaround. The
same economic realities have placed strong pressures on shipowners to compromise traditional margins of safety and prudence.
These pressures, in turn, place new requirements upon the work of
the Canadian Hydrographic Service.

Our hydrographers must be able to respond quickly and have the
appropriate "tools" to carry out complete bottom coverage surveys
of all critical shipping channels and dock sites. This task is difficult
and time consuming with tradiiional hydrographic survey equipment. Consequently, the Canadian Hydrographic Service is developing new and more efficient survey equipment and techniques to
cope with the increasing requirements and diminishing resources.

CHART RECORDER
HP7131

TAPE MEMORY
TDC 3000

Arctic hydrocarbon exploration and development has added new
and urgent demands. During the fall of 1981 funds became available through the Ministry of Transport R & D Transportation Program to acqu ire and develop instrumentation for vertical acoustical
sweeping in the Arctic. A consultant was contracted to investigate
sweep systems and draft recommendations. A subsequent request
for proposals for the supply of a sweep system was issued during
the summer of 1982.
Of the four companies that submitted proposals, Navitronic's (Aarhus, Denmark) SEADIG 201 based multi-channel sweep system
proposal was the lowest in cost and met basic specifications. The
equipment was delivered in March of 1983 marking the fi rst acquisition of a vertical, multi-channel, sweep sounding system by the
Canadian Hydrographic Service, Atlantic Region.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the Navitronic Sweep System Sounding Subsystem.
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SWEEP SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The Navitronic Sweep System of two major components, the
sounding, navigation and data logging subsystem and the post
processing subsystem. A prototype mechanical boom mechanism
for deployment of the array of transducers was designed and fabricated at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography by Engineering
Services Division. The boom enables a 30-metre wide swath to be
covered with each pass of the system giving 100 percent bottom
coverage in from 7 to 100 metres of water depth. Eighteen 200
KHZ, 12 degree beam-width transducers are used with the system.
A single 30 KHZ sounding system (SOUNDIG 10) is integrated
with the system. It is possible to survey in depths shallower than 7
m; however, beamwidth and transducer spacing dictate that more
transducers or closer spacing be used if 100 percent bottom coverage is essential.

Both the sounding and post processing subsystems utilize Hewlett
Packard 9836 Programmable Calculators with all software written
in HPL. The system is very modular, and additional sounding
channels may be added at a later date. Many standard Hewlett
Packard peripherals are used as system components. Examples
include the HP7580 plotter, HP7131 strip chart recorder, and the
HP9876 thermal printer plotter. A Tandberg TDC 3000 is used as
the data logger. Block diagrams of the sounding and post processing subsysiems are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Some of the major
modules manufactured by Navitronic that are used in the sweep
systems are described in the following paragraphs.

TAPE MEMORY
TDC 3000

CA L CULATOR
HP9836

PLOTTER
PRINTER
HP9876A

Figure 2: Block Diagram of the
Post-Processing Subsystem.
MULTI-CHANNEL SOUNDER
The basic building block of the Sweep System is the Multi-Channel
Sounder (MCS-1 B). Each unit has six echo sounder transmitters,
six receivers, and a microprocessor control unit. Sixteen MCS-1 B
units may be combined into a system yielding 96 depth channels.
In a system with two or more units, one MCS-1 B is configured as
the master, and it controls all the disignated slave units. All normal
switch settings on the master unit control all the slaves.

The microprocessor controls the pulse width, output power, channel select, transmitter timing, range gate, depth validation, and data
input/output. Sounding range may be under ·automatic control or
manually selected. Other operator controls include sound velocity,
range gate, echo select criteria, sensitivity, and sounding mode.
Four sounding modes are available - full synchronous, group
synchronous, group stochastic one and two.
In the full synchronous mode all the transducers transmit simultaneously to create a coherent wave front. In the group synchronous mode corresponding c hannel numbers in each MCS-1 B are
fired simultaneously; however, the adjacent channel within each
respective MCS-1 B unit is delayed to stagger and reduce cross talk
between transducers. (See Figure 3.) The Group Stochastic modes
are similar to the Group Synchronous mode; however, time delays
are introduced between MCS-1 B units to increase the "randomness" of transmissions.
Each MCS-1B unit has a number of built- in test modes to facilitate
system checkout and maintenance. Tests are available to verify the
displays, data bus operation, display the depth setting for each
transducer, check the sounding velocity and microprocessor
operations.
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Figure 3: MCS-18 Timing Diagram.
DEPTH PRE PROCESSOR
Three MCS-1 B units operating at the maximum sounding rate of
20 measurements per second wil l generate 21,600 depth measurements per minute. Data rates of th is magnitude obviously
place major constraints on the data logging and processing system. In order to minimize the problem of coping with this data in
real time, a module known as the Depth Pre Processor (DPP-1 B) is
used.

The DPP-1 B accepts depth data from one to 18 MCS-1B units in
real time and wi ll compress, in accordance with operator selectable
criteria, the quantity of data passed to the programmable calculator
for logging. T he operator may select the shallowest, the deepest,
the average, or the instantaneous depth for each channel over a
time or distance interval. In the case where a distance interval is
chosen an external device (i.e. programmable calculator) must
c.ompute the distance interval and trigger the DPP-1B. In addition,
all four of the above depth modes may be computed by the
DPP-1B and passed to the programmable calculator. Further data
reduction is possible by combining adjacent depth channels in
groups of from two to ten.
An example of how the DPP-1B functions is shown in Figure 4. In
the first illustration the shallowest depths for all 18 transd ucers
have been selected on the basis of 5 units of time or distance. The
second example shows what the output would be if the operator
had grouped three adjacent transducers and selected a time or
distance base of 10 units. In this instance there is a comp ression
factor of six between the two examples.
While the DPP-1 B is a very useful unit, one has to be very cautious
in its use. T he computations carried out within the unit are based
on the assumption that the array is perpendicular to a predetermined course, an d the locations of the shallowest and deepest
values within th at interval are not computed. Consequently, it is
important that that operator by aware of these limitations, and
appropriate criteria (i.e. survey speed, block length, transducer
grouping, positioning system accuracy, etc.) be used to ensure that
the positional accuracy requ irement'S of the survey are met.
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Figure 4: DPP-1 B Depth Compression.
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PATH GUIDANCE UNIT
The Path Guidance Unit (PGU-1) is a remote unit for the helmsman. It contains a lefVright indicator, two seven-digit readouts, and
control switches. The helmsman may use the two digital readouts
to display distance along line and distance off line, d istance from
start/end of line, distance to transponders, segment and line
number, time of day and depth of course by selecting the appropriate switch setting. In addition, the helmsman may select the next
survey line via the PGU-1 controls.
HYDROGRAPHIC DATA HANDLER
One limitation of the HP9836 Programmable Calculator is its interfacing capability. In order to overcome the difficu lties presented by
the need to use the many and varied devices utilized by hyd rographic surveys, a unit known as a Hydrographic Data Handler
(HDH-1) is employed. Using the HDH-1 four output and up to 13
input channels may be interfaced to the HP9836 Programmable
Calculator.

In addition to the interface channels, the HDH-1 has its own built-in
systems clock, controls for the selection of line spacing, position
filter criteria, and the transponders used. Other devices interfaced
include the Motorola MRS Ill positioning system, the HP7131 strip
chart recorder used to monitor two channels of the MCS-1 B depth,
the PGU-1 , and the SOUNDIG 1030KHZ sounder.
SOFTWARE
A comprehensive software package was acquired with the system.
The package consists of 14 different modu les. There are routines
for the creation and editing of stations' files, chart fi les, and segments' files (survey line data). Both straight line and curved segments may be used. Figure 5 illustrates how segm ents may be laid
out. The user may specify the beginning and end points of a segment, spacing the length of the lines perpendicular to the segment,
and has the choice of runn ing lines either perpendicular or parallel
to the segments.

Other utilities include chart (field sheet) perplot, data list, fix plot,
track plot, bathymetric plot, cross sectional profile plot, tide edit,
erase tape, and system test.

. ·..

·.::::: · .:

. .•,

One of the most important routines is the on- line survey program.
It utilizes the stations' and segments' files for determining position
and lines to be run. T he operator has a real time display of all
18 channels of depth data and survey status on the HP9836 graphic display (Figure 6). Logged data includes 18 channels of 200KH Z
depth data, one channel of 30KHZ depth data, four MRS Ill ranges,
gyro heading, position, tide (if available), and time.
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Figure 6: Operator's Real Time Display Showing Survey Parameters and 18 Depth Channels.

Data logging may be on the basis of time or distance traversed.
The operator may choose an auto or manual mode. In the auto
mode, the data logging stops whenever the survey vessel exists the
predefined su rvey area and automatically starts whenever the vessel reenters. A four range fix computation is used to determine
vessel position.

·- . .· . =· . . · · .

. ·.. . . .
.

Figure 5: Line and Segment Layout.
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THE BOOM
A wide variety of mechanisms exist for the deployment of sweep
system transducer arrays. Krupp Atlas use underwater booms that
are hydraulically controlled and hinged to the vessel. When deployed, the two booms are rotated perpendicular to the fore and aft
axis of the hull and parallel with the water surface. When not engaged in surveying the booms may be rotated back and tucked in
close to the hull. The underwater booms help dampen hull motion
when deployed.

Ross Laboratories have supplied a number of systems with fold-up
booms similar in concept to the fold- up wing used on World War II
carrier-based aircraft. When deployed, each hinged transducer
strut drops into a vertical position and is hydraulically locked. The
transducer strut mechanism is spring loaded and free to swing
back and over an obstacle protecting the transducer from damage.
After the obstacle has passed, the spring force returns the transducer strut to its vertical position.
Unfortunately, the two mentioned array deployment schemes are
difficult to implement without having a dedicated survey vessel.
One highly desirable feature on the Arctic Sweep System is the
ability to be able to deploy it from a wide variety of small vessels
from 12 to 20 metres in length . This requirement dictates that the
boom be self floating and deployable in areas where sources such
as cranes. etc. are not readily available. Some of the basic goals for
the boom mechanism are:
1. 30 metre swath coverage.
2. 18 transducers with a breakaway or foolsafe mechanism to reduce the possibility of transducer damage in the event of a
collision or grounding.
3. Operation survey speeds of 5 knots; and 10 knots transit speed
to and from the survey area.
4. An ability to withstand one-metre wave conditions for a few
hours without sustaining structural damage.

Figure 8: Transducer Strut in Normal and Breakaway Positions.

the boom floats considerable freedom of tilt and roll, the boom
decouples the survey vessel's roll. The boom has been operated in
three-quarter metre waves without damage.
Testing was not without incident as Figure 9 illustrates. Failure of a
weld on the port float allowed the boom to drop into the water
while the vessel was underway. Three tower sections had to be
replaced, and two transducer fairings were damaged.

A prototype boom unit has been designed and tested. The boom is
constructed of Mullard 18T55 mast section and uses two fiberglass
laser sailboat hulls as floats . The boom is pushed by an A-fram e
attached to the front of the survey vessel. Standard car trailer
hitches are used to attach the boom to the A-frame and to the laser
hulls. Guy wires are used to keep the two floats and boom perpendicular to the axis of the vessel. Figure 7 shows a photograph of the

Figure 9: Everything was going fine until . .. .

To facilitate transit at higher speeds to and from the survey area, it
is intended to devise a mechanism that will permit the boom to be
rotated 60° along its central axis and hence raise all18 transducers
out of the water. This will reduce drag forces on the structure and
permit higher speeds.
Further testing will be carried out to determine the worst case
sea-state conditions for the safe operation of the system.

Figure 7: Prototype Boom

prototype boom system. Elastic cord is used to mount the faired
transducer struts. If an obstacle is encountered the strut is free to
rotate on the pivot block as depicted in Figure 8. The elastic cord
then returns the strut to its original position.
Trials that have been conducted to date indicate this approach is
feasible. Speeds of seven knots ·have been obtained with all
18 transducers deployed , and, as the ball joint trailer hitch allows
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SUMMARY
A Navitronic Multi-channel Acoustic System has been acquired by
the Canadian Hydrographic Service to assist in carrying out detailed surveys of critical shipping channels and docksites in the
Arctic. Work is progressing on the design and testing of a boom
system that will not require the use of a dedicated survey vessel.
The results, to date, have been very promising, and further trials are
planned for the coming months. It is intended to util ize the system
in local waters during the summer of 1983 to ensure the system is
fully operational, train staff to operate the system . and to refine the
boom mechanism.

Sunspot activity
and tsunamis
in the Pacific Ocean
By
T. S. Murty
Institute of Ocean Sciences
P.O. Box 6000
Sidney, B.C. V8L 482 Canade.

ABSTRACT
Data on sunspot activity during the period 173 to 1967 and on
tsunamis in the Pacific Ocean for the same period were examined

for any possible relationship between them. It is concluded that no
relationship exists.

1. Introduction
Correlations between sunspot activity and geophysical events
such as earthquakes and various meteorological phenomena have
been reported in the literature. Pittock [1978] provided a c ritical
review of sun-weather relationships. Correlations between sunspot
activity and changes in water levels in lakes have been claimed
[Brooks, 1923; Walker, 1936]. Here we examined the data on sunspot activity and tsunamis in the Pacific Ocean for the period 173 to
1967 for any possible relationship between them.

numbers and tsunamis. The visual disagreement is strong enough
to render any correlation computations irrelevant.

2. Data on tsunamis in the Pacific Ocean
Iida eta/ [1967] published a preliminary catalog of tsunam is in the
Pacific Ocean covering the period 173 to 1967. Tsunamis that were
definitely verified, possible tsunamis, and other events (such as
storm surges) that were mistakenly reported as tsunamis were
identified in this catalog. For this study, only the verified tsunami
data was used.
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It is obvio us that the quality of the data throughout the period of
th is study is not uniform. It is ·quite probable that certain events
were missed in the early period. Table 1 lists the number of tsunamis for each year of the period of this study, with the years when no
tsunamis occu rred, omitted. Before the year 1,000 the maximum
number of tsunamis in one year was two and occurred in 887. The
maximum number of events before 1850 was three and occurred in
1677, 1780, 1792 and 1841 . Between 1850 and 1900, the highest
frequency was eight and occurred during 1859. T he highest frequency during the entire period 173 to 1967 was 11 and happened
in 1938.

In Table 3 the number of tsunam is during some of the epochs
identified by Eddy are listed. Again no relationship is apparent.
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TABLE 2
3. Data on sunspot activity
Eddy [1977] gave a diag ram show ing the mean annual number of
sunspots for the period 1610 to 1976. Using carbon-14 tech niques
he reconstructed the sunspot activity for the period 3000 B.C. to
present and identified several epochs of maximum and minimum
sunspot activity. Table 2 is prepared based o n the d iagram on page
88 of Eddy.
4. Discussion
Figure 1 shows a plot of the sunspot numbers and Pacific Ocean
tsunamis for the period 1610 to 1967. Although tsunami data is
available up to 173 A.D. , data o n sunspot nu mbers was given by
Eddy only from 1610 onwards. Although Eddy provided a diagram
for su nspot activity starting from 3000 B.C. it is d ifficu lt to deduce
sunspot numbers on a yearly basis from th is d iagram.

Figure 1 is plotted in two parts for convenience, with a slight overlap between the two parts; the arrow ind icating the point of overlap.
It can be seen that there is no relationship between the sunspot
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Maximum and minimum periods of sunspot activity during 3000
B.C. to present.
Name of maximum or
minimum as referred to by
Eddy [1977]

SUMERIAN MAXIMU M
PYRAMID MAXI MUM
STONEHENGE MAXIMUM
EGYPTIAN MINIMUM
HOMERIC MINIMUM
GREEK MIN IMUM
ROMAN MAXIMUM
MEDIEVAL MINIMUM
MEDIEVAL MAXIMUM
SPORER MI NIMUM
MAUNDER MINIMUM
MODERN MAXIMUM

Approximate duration of the
maximum or minimum

2790 to 2610 B.C.
2410 to 2065 B.C.
1910 to 1730 B.C.
1455 to 1260 B.C.
850 to 650 B.C.
455 to 320 B.C.
95 B.C. to 130 A.D.
620 to 770
1075 to1300
1375 to 1525
1590 to 1745
1838to _ _
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Figure 1. Annual mean number of sunspots for the years 1610 to 1976 and annual number of tsunamis in the Pacific Ocean for 1610
to 1967.

TABLE 1
Annual Number of tsunamis in the Pacific Ocean. The years when no tsunamis are reported are not listed.

I •

Year Number

Year

173
416
684
701
818
850
869
887
922
1096
1241
1257
1360
1361
1403
1408
1433
1495
1498
1510
1520
1562
1570
1575
1586
1596
1602
1604
1605
1611
1614

1615
1616
1627
1629
1633
1640
1643
1649
1657
1662
1664
1668
1670
1673
1674
1676
1677
1678
1687
1700
1703
1705
1707
1708
1710
1711
171 5
1724
1730
1732
1737

2
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Number
2
1
1

2

1
2

2
1
3

1
2

2
1
2

Year

1741
1742
1746
1751
1754
1762
1763
1768
1771
1775
1780
1781
1782
1787
1788
1792
1793
1799
1802
1804
1808
1812
1814
181 5
1819
1820
1822
1827
1828
1833
1834

Number

1
2
1
2

2
1
3

1

1
3
2

2
2

1
2
2

Year Number

Year Number

Year

1835
1836
1837
1840
1841
1843
1845
1846
1849
1851
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1867
1868
1869
1871
1872
1973
1875
1877
1878

1879
1883
1885
1888
1889
1892
1893
1894
1896
1897
1899
1900
1901
1902
1904
1906
1907

1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1917
1918
1919
1920
1922
1923
1924
1926
1927
1928
1929
1931

2
1
2

3

2
2
1

3
2
5
1

8

2

1
3
3
3
1
3
2
1

5

1
2
1

2
1

Number

Year

1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

1
3
3
1
4
4
2
1
2
4
2
7
3
3
3

4
3

11

3

1
2
1
2
2
2

3
3

Year Number

1950
1951
1952
1953
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

3
1
9
5
2
2

3
3
4
7
2
3
3

5
2

5

TABLE 3
Total Number of tsunamis is the Pacific Ocean during certain
epochs of maximum and minimum sunspot activity.
Le!lgth of the
epoch (years)

Total number of
tsunamis during
the epoch

150
225
150
155

2
3
7
48

2

2

Number

Epoch of sunspot
activity
MEDIEVAL MINIMUM
MEDIEVAL MAXIMUM
SPORER MINIMUM
MAUNDER M~N+MUM
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Second Institute of
Oceanography, China
By
Shouren Lin

The Second Institute of Oceanography, National Bureau of Oceanography, was first established in March of 1966 at Ningbo on the
coast south of Shanghai. In 1970 the Institute was moved to Hangchow, primarily because Ningbo was rather an awkward place to

of the weather forecasting service. My own section, Remote Sensing, has a technical staff of 40. Most of the image data collected is
from the NOAA 6 satellite with the main research areas being sea
temperature, suspended sediment and ch lorophyll concentrations.
We now are building a new image processing system whereby the
data is digitised for better enhancement. Sea surface reflectance in
visible spectral region and mcrowave back-scattering from the sea
surface are also being studied in our department.
Coastal Oceanography, Biology and Chemistry all have about 30
technical staff each, a Geology and Geography sections 20 each.
These sections concentrate on the marine resources in and around
the· East China Sea. Oil is the main mineral resource althoug h no
active exploration is being undertaken at the moment. Fishing is
also an important food resource with the ch ief species being hairtail , yellow croaker, tunny and butterfi sh. Shell fish are also in
abundance with good fisheries in oysters, clams, crabs, shrimpprawns and shrimp-lobsters.
At the institute we have a research review committee. Thi s committee is appointed by the Director of the Institute, and keep a close
eye on the d ifferent research projects underway, as wel l as directing new research within each section.
EDITOR'S NOTE:
The following additional comments were provided by Dr. D. Buckley, a geologist with the Atlantic Geoscience Centre, who recently
spent some time as a visiting scholar to China:

The Second Institute of Oceanography. National Bureau of
Oceanography, Hangchens, China.

get to. Hangchow is on ly four hours by train from Shanghai, which
is still the main industrial city of China. The ship branch remained
in Ningbo, about eight vessels all under 1000 tons, with their crews
and instrument technicians. Four larger vessels are based in
Shanghai.
At the present time the Second Institute has over 600 people, of
which about 350 are scientists and techn icians, and the rest support staff. The research staff has been increasing by about 10%
every year with recruitment from the universities and new colleges.
The Institute is made up of eight departments, Marine Geophysics,
Marine Geology, Coastal Zone, Remote Sensing, Marine Hydrology and Meteorology, Marine Chemistry, Marine Biology and Desalination. In addition there is an instrument servicing department
and an information service. By far the largest department is Desalination with about 110 people. This wou ld appear to be a strange
department to have in an oceanographic institute, but on the offshore islands around Ningbo for instance there is no water, and
some of the largest coastal c ities, such as Tienjin (pop. over 3
million) also have a problem with fresh water.
The next largest department is Meteorology with around 60 technical staff. They are concerned wholly with research and are not part
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1. The Second Institute at Hangzhou is one of three principal
multi-program institutes in China. The First Institute in Quindao
and the Third Institute in Z iamen are the other institutes which
have general programs similar to the Hangzhou Institute. There
are other special institutes in the N.B.O. system; one in Luda
(Environmental Institute for Special Studies of Bohai Bay), the
Institute of Technology and Marine Data Centre at Tianjin, the
Ships Operations Institutes (one in Ningboa and one at
Guangzhou for the South China Sea). In addition there are two
principal institutes of Academica Sinica- one at Quindao and
the South China Sea Institute at Guangzhou.
2. There is no civilian Hydrograph ic Service in China; that work is
done by the Navy. The N.B.O. Institutes were at one time part of
the Navy, but now are more like a navy reserve.
3. Although there is a marine geoph ysics department at the Second Institute they really do not have geophysicists. They have
no capabi lity for seism ics, for example.
4. On page 2 it states that no active exploration is being undertaken at the moment. This statement should be modified. Although the Second Institute does not carry out any research or
exploration for oil that work is being carried out by a Petroleum
Institute, and P.R.C. has cooperative agreements with France,
Japan, and possibly others including the U.S. to carry out petroleum exploration in the East China Sea and the South China
Sea.
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MiniFix Winter Trials in
Northumberland Strait
N. Stuifbergen
Atl antic Regi on
Canadi an H ydrographic Service
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

INTRODUCTION
This report briefly describes the tests conducted with a MiniFix
(1.8 Mhz) positioning system, operated over sea-water and icecovered signal paths, along the south shore of Northumberland
Strait, between Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, during the
months of January to March , 1982.
The aim of the test was to evaluate the variation in effective velocity
of propagation caused by varying amounts of ice cover in the
signal paths over sea water.
A small but significant effect was found. The ice cover varied from
open water to almost full cover with a thickness of up to 30 em
(1 foot) , beginning with thin grey ice and gradually changing to
densely packed broken ice, with some rafting and pressure ridge
formation. The sea ice in Northumberland Strait is wind-driven ,
migrating slowly in the direction of sustained winds.
PROCEDURES
A single pattern of a MiniFix hyperbolic system was set up with the
baseline of 135.7 km extending along the south shore of the strait;
the master transmitter located near Upper Cape, N.B. and a slave at
Lismore, N.S. (Fig. 1). Two monitor receiver sites were established
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NOVA SCOTIA
MIN I FIX WINTER TRIALS
JAN-MAR'82

phase tracking and to avoid unduly racing the pattern counter. The
baseline was flown upwind for more stable flight at a higher
airspeed.
The lane values were confirmed by computing pattern readings
derived from surveyed positions of the monitor transmitter sites,
determined by traversing from existing L.R.I.S. survey control
monuments nearby.
DISCUSSION OF RESU LTS
The monitor readings and differences are summarized in table 1
and plotted on a graph in figure 2. The graph of figure 3 shows the
monitor variations expressed as effective velocities of propagation .
Table 1
Pattern Monitor Summary

Day Number
& Date

East
Monitor
(Lanes)

(Computed)

81.177

1656.281

1575.10

13Jan13
62 Mar 4
71 Mar 12
74 Mar 15
75 Mar 16
76 Mar 17
84 Mar 25
92 Apr 2
97 Apr 7
(Helicopter)

81.09
80.59
80.95
80.84
80.75
80.82
80.78
80.98
80.91
80.97

1656.50
56.40
56.40
56.41
56.41
56.43
56.35
56.40
56.34
1657.46

1575.41
75.81
75.45
75.57
75.66
75.61
75.57
75.42
75.43
1575.50

m;
10
~

a

w

20

m

299 650
(assumed)
299 591
299 515
299 583
299 560
299 543
299 553
299 561
299 589
299 587
299 575
(Approx.)

1.00

30
~

Effective
Monitor
Velocity of
Differences Propagation
(Lanes)
(km/sec)

West
Monitor
(Lanes)
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about 125 km apart, at Boss Point and at Paterson Point (near
Merigomish) almost spanning the length of the baseline. Monitor
readings were recorded simultaneously at each site, so that differences taken between monitor readings would respond only to variations in the effective velocity of propagation. This method of differential monitoring eliminates the influence of any effects which
cause pattern shifts common to both monitor receivers, such as
land-path effects, changes in grounding conditions at transmitter
sites and changes in phase control at the slave.
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By observing the continuity in the gradual shift of the pattern at the
monitors, care was taken that any change close to a whole lane
would not sl ip by unnoticed and obscure the results with ambiguous readings.
The baseline lane counts were determined with a Mini Fix receiver
installed in a Jet-Ranger helicopter equipped with a retractab le
whip antenna attached to a landing gear strut. A speed limit of
55 miles per hour groundspeed was observed in order to maintain
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The sharp increase in velocity between day 63 and 71 represents
the effect of the ice receding northward and opening a gap of open
water along a major part of the signal paths. From day 71 onward
the ice cover di minished, migrating whi le breaking up and melti ng.

Table 2
Station Co-ordinates & Chain Data
Station Co-ordinates (Survey based on LRIS control)

Station

Longitude

Locality

46°03'26".989
Master
Slave
45°42'25".779
West Monitor 45°58'57".160

Latitude

63°56'45".571
62°16'15".633
63°55'03" .309

East Monitor

62°20'10" .188

Upper Cape, N.B.
Lismore, N.S.
Boss Pt.,
Lorneville
Patterson Point

45° 41 '07".028

Chain Parameters MiniFix Chain Frequency =1896.0 kHz
Baseline length 135.7306 km
Lanewidth 79.021 * metres

The correlation between the values of propagation velocity and ice
conditions is qualitative, with the data indicating the mag nitude of
variation to be expected when ice conditions are not severe.

Lanecount by Helicopter

Location
Master Baseline Ext.
West Monitor
East Monitor
Slave Baseline Ext

Observed Lanes

Computed Lanes*

0.01
80.97
1656.46
1717.68

0.00
81.17
1656.28
1717.64

*Computed values based on assumed velocity of 299 650 km/sec.

PROPAGATION VELOCITY VARIATIONS
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Two of the data points of monitored differences in figure 2 are
validated independently by comparison with baseline extension
crossings. The trend line at the top of the graph, joining the data
points obtained from baseline extension values, runs nearly parallel
to the trend line drawn with dashed lines between the corresponding pair of data points of monitored differences. The slanted trend
is due to the change in effective velocity of propagation.

1

VERY THIN
GREY ICE
INITI AL FREEZE

The velocity of propagation was found to vary between 299591 and
299515 km/sec. The largest shift in the pattern, of 0.50 lane equivalent to about 40 metres on the baseline, was seen by the
monitor receiver at the master end of the baseline.
An incidental observation, not anticipated, was that the monitor
receiver at master responds to variations in propagation velocity
wh ile the receiver towards the slave remains relatively little affected. We had expected to see the pattern variations occur at the
slave end of the baseline. By re-arranging the formula used for
computing Mi ni Fix readings to account for all signal paths, it can
be shown mathematically that variations in propagation velocity do
in fact show up mostly as pattern shifts on the master baseline
extension, and not on the slave extension.
Variations in velocity of propagation cause the hyperbolic pattern
to deform by a change of scale, expand ing and contracting somewhat like the image of a huge accordion, with one end held fixed at
the slave station.
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At the first data point, day 13 (Fig. 3), freezing had begun, form ing
a very thin .layer of new grey ice. The data of day 63 represents a
condition of floes of pack ice drifted against the south shore, with
some rafting and pressure ridge formation seen; for smooth ice
floes the ice thickness was reported to be about 30 em.
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CONCLUSION
A significant c hange in th e hyperbol ic pattern does occur when the
signal travel path changes from an al l sea-water path to an all
over-i ce path, even for a relatively thin ice cover of one foot of
broken ice, which is considerably less than the six-foot thickness of
solid ice encountered in surveying A rctic areas. For precise work
with MiniFix (and HiFix, Argo or other systems operating around
2 Mhz) in a frozen sea environment, the importance of adequately
monitoring the pattern variations is evident
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"From Leadline to Laser''
Centennial Conference of the
Canadian Hydrographic
Service

On 13 August 1883 Staff Commander John George Boulton arrived in Ottawa. He had been loaned by the British Admiralty to the
Federal Department of Marine and Fisheries to start the Georgian
Bay Survey.
The centennial of that event was celebrated by the conference in
Ottawa from April 5-8, organized by the Canadian Hydrographic
Service and Canadian Hydrographers Association. Almost 400
delegates registered . The first event was an icebreaker party on the
evening of April 5. Next morning the conference was formally
opened by the Honourable Pierre de Bane, P.C., M.P., Minister of
Fisheries and Oceans.
The first paper by lng . Gen. Bourgoin, head of the French Hydrographic Office on "Three Centuries of French Hydrography in
Canada" clearly set the tone for the conference with a superb set of
slides illustrating the debt owed to the surveyors and cartographers
of La Nouvelle France. This was followed by "The British Contribution to the Hydrography of Canada in the 18th and 19th Centuries
by Rear Admiral David Haslem, Hydrographer of the Navy who
carried the story from Capt. Cook at the conquest of Quebec up
until the last Admiralty surveys on the Labrador coast in 1939.
Sandy Sandilands then took a lighter note with "Vignettes from
Hydrography's Past" which looked more closely at the men behind
the official Admiralty records, their trials, trubulations and foibles
as shown in their own words. Neil Anderson and Adam Kerr, two
pioneers of over the ice surveys with the Polar Continental Shelf
Project, dressed in full Arctic rig, gave an impressive presentation
on "Exploring Arctic Seas - Today and Yesteryear". Using two
screens they compared the work of early explorers throughout the
Arctic and contrasted it with recent surveys of the same areas.
Four other papers looked at the history of more limited subjects.
Brian Tail and Lung Ku covered "Tidal Surveys in Canada", Ron
Macnabb of the Atlantic Geoscience Centre, looked at "Multiparameter Surveys in the Offshore: Broadening the Dimensions of
Hydrography". Capt. C. William Hayes, in a paper presented by
Jack Wallace, described "Dr. Dorsey's Electronic Lead Line: The
Coast and Geodetic Survey's Hydrographic Survey Echo Sounder
Development, 1924-1939", when research and development encountered far fewer bureaucratic obstacles. George Macdonald
looked at the history of automating field surveys under the title
"Automation Today- Scratching the 19 Year Itch."
Peter M. Troop, federal Assistant Deputy Attorney General (Admiralty and Marine Law) reviewed the legal liability of the chart maker
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in the light of the Golden Robin case where the Crown was sued
for $2 million on grounds that a CHS chart and two Notices to
Mariners were incorrect and misleading. Fortunately as neither the
Captain or the Pilot ever consulted the chart the court decided for
the Crown. Mr. Troop concluded that "allegations of negligence are
being levelled at hydrographers in many marine casualties. Cases
presently outstanding total $10 million. Hydrography has become
an ultrahazardous profession and the CHS must govern itself
accordingly".
Gerald Lachapelle (Nortech Surveys) and Dave Wells reviewed recent navigation trials with the U.S. Global Positioning System off of
Canada's East Coast. This satellite navigation system shows great
promise as the hydrographic positioning system providing that its
available accuracy is not downgraded for security reasons.
Three papers dealt with tides and hydrology. Admiral H.S. Franco,
from Brazil dealt with "Improved Techniques of Short Period Tidal
Analysis" using spectral analysis. James Fitz Patrick of Acres International Ltd., under the title of "Bathymetry and Its Utilisation to
Define Short-term Events", described the problems of designing
harbour facilities in the headwaters of the Amazon River in Peru
where river meanders are moving seaward at between 150 and 200
m per year! Dr. Morgera of Concordia University described the
state of the art in "Tide Measurement by Accoustic Telemetry". His
new bottom mounted guage, by using modern information theory,
can transmit data up to a range of 1 km at 32 bits/sec with error
rates of better than 1o-4
Four papers looked at recent survey operations around the world.
Lt. David Peterson of the U.S. National Ocean Survey reviewed the
trials that lead to side scan sonar being accepted as an alternative
to wire sweeping in investigating the least depth over obstructions.
Max Norden described "U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office, Survey
Operations, 1972-82". This covered the surveys by U.S.N.S. Chauvenet and Harkness round the world from Korea to Indonesia and
Greece to the Caribbean, and under the Hydrographic Survey Assistance Program and hydrographic contracts. Kunio Yashima of
the Japanese Hydrographic Department described the "Common
Datum Charts of the Malacca and Singapore Straits", produced in
a cooperative program with Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore.
Closer to home James Vosburgh described the problems of "Surveying a Shipping Corridor Through the Beaufort Sea". This is one
survey where extreme stratification and the accoustic properties of
pingo's make side scan sonar unusable and sounding lines 100m
apart are the only answer.
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Steady Bottom Current
in Hudson Bay
By
F. G. Barber
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Ocean Science and Surv.eys

Ottawa K1A OE6

My objective is straightforward: it is to show that on the bottom at a
position well offshore in northeast Hudson Bay (90 km south of
Mansel Island and 100 km west of Cape Smith) and at considerable
depth (over 100 m) a persistent current is likely. I utilize sea floor
photographs (1) obtained at the position by MV Theta (2) on survey in 1961 using a then recently-developed underwater camera
(3). The system was not received in sufficient time to allow trials
before leaving Halifax, so that our initial attempts in the bay were

not entirely successful. Nevertheless, the system is well-suited for
work in shallow areas like Hudson Bay and we were soon able to
deploy the unit with confidence, at least in most areas. However, at
a station (Theta station 151) in western Hudson Strait the combination of strong current and irregular bottom, and perhaps undue
caution on my part prevented us from positioning the unit sufficiently close to the bottom. Distance off the bottom of the two
prefocussed, vertical (35 mm) cameras is determined by observing

Figure 3: In these two prints from exposure of the right hand camera the compass indicates magnetic north is toward the right and it is on
this side of each larger block that drifting is seen. Other examples of drifting at this location, i.e. at Theta station, 138, may be seen in (7).
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the time difference between receipt of a sound generated in the
unit and its reflection off the bottom. This information is presented
to the winch driver on the screen of a suitably calibrated osci lloscope and the driver attempts to maintain the correct separation
(2-4 metres) as the vessel drifts; several hundred exposures of film
in each camera may be obtained in this way. Included in each
frame is the time/date group, depth, etc. as well as the magnetic
compass on a strut below the unit (Fig. 1). Subsequent enlargement permits detailed examination either in stereo, or singly as in
figure 2.
Animals, mainly brittlestars, are conspicuous as is sedimentary
material, particularly that rafted from shore by the annual sea ice
(4). Ice- rafted material occurs to varying degree throughout the
bay and in a size range from fine clay and silt to cobbles, boulders
and blocks, and of cou rse a great quantity of silt is carried in by
rivers, particularly in James Bay (5). The existence on the sea fl oor
of the larger boulders and blocks in the presence of a persistent

current creates disturbances in the flow which in turn create areas
of scouring and drifting of the finer material sufficient to be detected by photography (6). Scouring, the removal of finer material
on the up-current side of an obstruction is not marked in the photographs, but because drifting causes many of the smaller cobbles
on the down-current side to be covered, so not seen, the areas of
drifting are well-defined, as in figure 2. Here both the occurrence of
drifting and the inferred movement of the sediment cloud suggest a
current; the com pass indicates it to be directed toward magnetic
north. Only occasionally seen is a sediment cloud, but visible in
most of the 200 or so photographs obtained at the location are
distinct areas of drifted material (e.g. Fig. 3); all lie to the north of
the particular boulder or block.
REFERENCES AND NOTES
1) The photographs were obtained at Theta station 138 (61 , 01.0N;
80, 47.0W) occupied 23 August 1961 in about 105 m on the
western side of a shoal that extends west of south from Mansel

Figure 1: On the left is a contact print from film exposed in the left hand camera; the print on the right is from the simultaneous exposure of
the right hand camera. Shadows always fall toward the observer, e.g. the magnetic compass and its shadow. Seen is sediment ranging up to
large cobbles and an apparent large block, with a crab, and many brittlestars.
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Figure 2: To the right of the large boulder (only partly seen on the left) is an area of drifted material. On the right the compass strut has
touched bottom to create a cloud of sediment, which appears to be moving to the right. Magnetic north is toward the right in this frame, and
as at this location in the bay the variation is about 25° west, the true direction of the bottom current is about 335°.
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Island (see for example Can. Hydrogr. Serv. chart 5449). These
and other photographs obtained in the bay that season have
been described (7).
2) Cameron, R. L. 1963. Small ship, big job. Can . Hydrogr. Serv.,
Ottawa, 4 p.
3) Edgerton, H. E. 1963. Underwater photography, p. 473-479. In
M. N. Hill (ed), The Sea 3, The earth beneath the sea. Interscience, 963 p.

p. 100-135. In P. J. Hood (ed), Earth science symposium on
Hudson Bay. Geological Survey Canada Paper 68-53.
5) Langford, C. J. 1963. Moose River and approaches. Can. Hydrogr. Serv., Ottawa, 94 p.
6) Laughton, A. S. 1963. Microtopography, p. 437-472. In M. N. Hill
(ed), The Sea 3, The earth beneath the sea. lnterscience, 963 p.
7) Barber, F. G., E. H. Grainger, and B. R. Pelletier. 1981. Hudson
Bay sea-floor photographs. Maritime Sediments 16:11-34.

4) Pelletier, B. R. 1969. Submarine physiography, bottom sedi ments, and models of sediment transport in Hudson Bay,
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Nautical Chart Development
By
Commodore A. H. Cooper,
RAN (Retd)

EDITOR'S NOTE:
Commodore Tony Cooper is well known to many hydrographers
not only in his capacity as the Professional Assistant at the International Hydrographic Bureau but also during the last two years as
the President of the Hydrographic Society. He has written on several occasions in the International Hydrographic Bulletin on the
problems of chart clutter in this paper not only identifies that problem but also offers some solutions. He plans to retire from the IHB
this summer and we shall all miss his sagacity and boundless
energy.
When I first went to sea the chart was one of the sacred things
onboard - one lieutenant commander, one midshipman, incongruously known as the Tankey, and from time to time, a sailor
looked after the charts, correcting, cleaning, counting and storing
them. If I was not at first aware of the extraordinary value of these
documents, I quickly learnt, when learning my elbows on one to
look at it, I was rewarded with the double jab of a pair of dividers in
my stern.
The charts of those days were rather dull in appearance, all in
black, relieved only by orange coloured light flashes and the corrections in purple. Nevertheless, they were interesting- under the
title were whole strings of surveyors and their ships and dates.
Notes such as "not seen by the good ship Wansfell on her perilous
passage through the reef" were as good as a Conrad novel. The
views were a joy - exquisite little engravings of coastal scenes
marred only where deterioration of the copper printing plate made
them blotchy. Sometimes the lines of the meridians or parallels
were a trifle bent making it even more difficult to line up those
awful scissor-like parallel rulersl

Unfortunately, events soon overtook the nice clear charts. Electronic navigational aids proliferated, to use which lattices had to be
superimposed on charts. Then came Routeing Measures and a
host of instructions, all of which, to be useful, had to be shown on
the face of the chart -so was born a new problem -clutter. The
chart which was and still can be such an efficient conveyor of
information began to choke.
Thus the cartographer, helped on the one hand by new techniques,
has adapted the basic paper chart to meet the demands, on the
other hand, of the new techniques of navigation. And the process
must continue- ships last a long time and mariners are conservative. Many vessels at sea today, perhaps the majority, have no more
than a magnetic compass - a gyro compass would be a "black
box" requiring electric power and relatively sophisticated maintenance! Furthermore, the chart not only speaks volumes, of say,
sailing directions, but is a data source for all kinds of users, who,
wanting to know what is there, also want to know its relative position to the surrounding features. Only a map or chart can do this.
I heard recently that in France some 40% of literature is available in
comic strip form including Shakespeare! One has only to compare
the impact of TV compared with radio to appreciate the conceptual
efficiency of visual presentation.
As Bickmore says in his paper "Progress in Cartography", Volume
1, chapter II by D.P. Bickmore," ... I believe cartography is no end
in itself. I see it rather as an information science performing what is
in essence a service function to a wide range of other disciplines.
... Those disciplines that are interested in spatial relationships
- geography, geology, meteorology, astronomy, ecology, demography to mention a few - will, I believe, always be trendsetters for
cartography". These remarks are equally applicable to nautical cartography with the addition of navigation.

Nevertheless, there it was, the Admiralty chart, treasured on board,
relied upon implicity, a work of art and the product of tremendous
labour, not only at sea, but also in the drawing office. Every sounding traced from the field board onto the collector tracing and via
fair tracings onto the fair chart- then selected and drawn onto the
compilation , then to the fair drawing and so to a sheet of copper, in
reverse, where an engravor painstakingly gouged out the numbers
back to front. No wonder they were treasured!

Jt seems to me that the chart is here to stay more or less in its
present form, albeit modified and perhaps specialised. What we
should be looking at is a substitute information source more compatible with the navigational techniques of the future.

In the 1940's plastics and photo-chemical processes came to revolutionize chart production. Engraving gave way to scribing and
photo-chemical procedures permitted manipulation and transfer of
images easily and with superb quality. The use of colour became
economically possible - shallow water blue, land tint and magenta
(rather more up-stage than purple!) for legends etc., greatly improved in clarity of the chart and permitted the emphasizing of
certain features.

Most obvious amongst the changes which have come is the output
from systems of positions in terms of latitude and longitude. Until
recent times navigators eschewed the use of latitude and longitude, suspect because of varying chart datums, meaningless until
plotted and relatively awkward to plot on a chart and not the output
of navigational methods. Even most modern radio . systems still
provide lines of position. However, with the inclusion of computers
as an integral part of positioning systems, this is no longer true.

The introduction of colour was not the only change in the appearance of the chart. Spot soundings by lead line having been replaced by the continuous profile provided by the echo sounder, the
density of charted soundings was no longer a guide to the
thoroughness of the survey. Gradually the number of soundings
charted was reduced and contours more and more relied upon to
depict the bottom topography. Thus a much more open looking
chart became acceptable, the navigator had more white paper to
work on and dangers became more easily noticed.

The new systems deriving positions from satellites or global longrange radio systems conveniently provide latitude and longitude
from which the computer with ease calculates courses, speeds
and, by means of frequent recalculations, monitors continuously
the vessel's progress along a pre-calculated track and supplies real
time corrections to maintain that track. All this is a far cry from
plotting and graphically determining courses and speeds. The only
contribution which a chart can offer is to facilitate selection of the
track to avoid dangers and determine terminal points.
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All this points to a lessening of the importance of highly accurately
constructed charts on stable material - where a sophisticated
navigational system is in use, dividers and parallel rulers can be put
away.
If the above is true, and it can be, the possibility emerges of charts
being micro films projected onto a light table purely for the purpose of selecting points to pass through and allowing the navigator
to "see" where he is. As a further step cassettes could be prepared
containing all necessary information for certain routes. It would
hold the latitude and longitude of the positions to pass through and
of dangers to be avoided. If these were video cassettes the navigator could still "see" his movement in relation to the route and
dangers.
Ship charts like those published for autoroutes and railways might
serve the navigational computers' needs. Perhaps along a coast
could be a straight line- turning points would be given in terms of
latitude and longitude and bearings and distances to dangers and
conspicuous and important coastal features could be marked at
intervals to assist the navigator in relating to what he sees from the
bridge.
The question arises whether such methods will assist the navigator
or rather his computer, simply because it likes to work in geographical coordinates and lil<es to calculate rather than plot.
I suggest that the answer is yes if it will facilitate providing the
navigator with all the data available in a readily accessible form and
completely up to date. With the rapidly increasing use of the sea
area, not only by shipping, but also for exploitation, more and more
data, regulations and information are overwhelming the navigator.
Undoubtedly, this problem can only be overcome by the use of
computer-based storage systems which can categorise, update
and supply on demand, filtered as necessary, the information
needed by the navigator. Radio permits this bank of information to
be maintained ashore.
I read recently of a specialist in satellite communications who
stepped briefly into an Australian city computer store. Borrowing a
computer and a device called an acoustic coupler, the man dialled
a local telephone number and placed the hand-set of the telephone
in the coupler. Within seconds the computer was connected by
satellite to the Telenet System in the U.S.A. A few seconds later the
man was connected to a computer complex called the "Source".
Waiting for him in his own private "electronic mail box" was his
week's mail sent there by other Source subscribers from all over
the world.

But that is not the end of the tale; within a further few seconds the
man's mail was displayed ·on the computer's screen before him and
also printed out. He then prepared and transmitted answers to his
mail. All this inside 5 minutes and at a cost of $4.10- the 1000 or
so words were transmitted for half the cost of a similar length telex.
This story, remarkable today, will be common place in no time.
INMARSAT is ensuring excellent communications from and to any
ship anywhere. It does not, therefore, require much imagination to
foresee the establishment of hydrographic "sources" nationally or,
perhaps, with IHO influence, regional ly. From these sources our
mariner will at any time be able to obtain chart corrections, sailing
directions for the next part of his voyage, even tides, and with a
little more imagination one can see him receiving a graphic, completely up to date and giving the geographical coordinates of
dangers, route turning points and important features.
For the large expensive international or foreign-going ship, the
most likely to be fitted with such modern equipment, the problem
of chart distribution as well as correction would be removed. Ordered unexpectedly to whatever part of the world the navigator
could call up the relevant "source", acquire up to date graphics,
sailing directions etc. and be on his way perhaps better informed is
possible today.
We get nothing for nothing in this world! Technological possibilities
soon become requirements, those which relieve the navigator's
problem permit demands of him which previously would not have
been reasonable or prudent. Radar, positioning aids and radi o provide data in all circumstances of weather; concentration of shipping and sea activities proliferate necessary regulations. The navigator will have to have recourse to computer assisted systems and
nautical charts, or their progeny, w ill have to be adapted to be
compatible with such systems.
Meantime, the old, time-honoured methods and precautions will
only slowly gi ve way and so the traditional chart must remain in
existence for a long time to come.
The way ahead, therefore, seems to me to follow two paths. One,
the steady improvement of the graphic nautical chart, the means of
its correction and its distribution - the other development of sources to provide navigational systems of the future, in the most appropriate form, with the nautical information now offered by charts,
sailing directions, lights lists, tide tables etc.
As Maurice Chevalier o nce sang "I'm glad I'm not young
anymore!".
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Sir:
In the April 1980 issue of "Lighthouse" there was an interesti ng
article about Reginald Fessenden. For me the story centered on
the always difficult question of finding acceptance for new ideas. I
think we are inclined to believe that such acceptance is more readily given in todays climate of rapidly developing technology than it
was in Fessendons day. When the new idea promises improvement
in the tools we are using there seems to be ready acceptance but
we still seem to have difficulty in making changes in what we are
doing if it involves breaking with old traditions.
Ten years ago I was invited by the then Dominion Hydrographer
Dr. Art Collin to attend the annual Hydrographic conference in
Victoria B.C. This invitation was to give me a chance to get some
support for a concept I had proposed to Dr. Collin for a hazard
detection type of hydrographic survey. My presentation was not on
the agenda but I was given a brief period to make a presentation of
my idea fo r a thro ugh the ice horizon tal scan for the purpose of
detecting all hazards to navigation. This idea resu lted from my
experience in the Navy in detecting another type of hazard, the
unsweepable mine and experience I gained in the Arctic find ing
safe routes for beach landing operations during the massive sea lift
during construction of the DEW line.
My wo rds were politely received. Later that day however I had a
brief meeting w ith Dr. Collin and Gerry Ewing wh o had recently
taken over from Dr. Collin. Both expressed support but told me
there was no money in the budget to fund the necessary researc h
and development. Two years later when the unsolicited proposal
fund came into being, I tried again. This ti me I was successful in
getting government support and MARRS was born. It seemed like
it would be clear sailing from now on since there appeared to be no
really new tricks we need to do with the state-of-the-art sonar
technology. It was not to be however, because th e end user the
Canadi an Hydrographic Service were not willing to accept that a
positive system for detecting hazards to navigation would be of use
unless it could also provide the same amount and quality of depth
data as currently produced by traditional depth profiling techniques. The necessary modifications in an attempt to meet this
broad requirement resulted in a prototype instrument that would
meet neither requirement. I realise that this is a simplification of the
story but it is essentially true.

Acceptance of the principal of searching for hazards to navigatio n
with a much lower density of so undings (these fewer soundings
would be g ratuito us with the MARRS system) would drastically
reduce the cost in time and money required to complete the necessary surveys of arctic waters so that ships will be safe from runn ing
aground on uncharted shoals. Th is acceptance would bring into
play off-the-shelf equipment which with minor modificatio n could
go to work in months rather than years. One big attraction of the
o riginal MARRS pro posal was that it enables surveys to take place
for a much longer season than existing methods and it can operate
where the very large ships of the futu re wil l be able to go out w here
no hydrographic survey ship today or in the fu ture w ill be able to
operate.
If the governments stated oceans pol icy announced in 1973 had
any meaning at all then let us get going even though we are all
ready five years late. T his was stated, in part; "Canada, within five
years, shall receive world-recognised excellence in operating o n
and below ice-covered waters".
A foot note: T he 1973 hydrographic conference where I made my
presentation had as a th eme "Readi ng between the lines". Perhaps
the time is now to have as a theme "seeing between the lines", or
better yet " seeing between the spots" wh ich is what the MARRS
system would do.
Very truly,

B. F. Ackerman
RR 4
Picton Ontario.
KOK 2TO
(613) 476-2073
January 25th. 1983.

Dear Sir:
The greatest difficulty then in making arctic waters safe for shipping is not so much technical as it is the inability to be able to see
the advantages of breaking with long tradition when it no longer
suits o ur needs. There was a time when navigators in coastal waters found soundings on their charts useful as an aid to finding
their position. I wonder how many use soundings in this way today ? In 1977 I was doing some ice piloting in the drill ships in the
Beaufort Sea, I had diffic ulty getting the Captains to agree to close
up a member of the watch on the sounder to give warnings even in
areas where pingoes had been found , I sensed that he had almost
forgotten about his sounder, with SATNAV OMEGA and Loran C
he knew he was in an area where the chart showed no shoals. How
useful are soundings anyway in protecting ships from running int o
shoals such as the now famous "Admirals Finger". It is interesting
to note that parts of the Beaufort Sea have been surveyed by the
CHS "in great detail" using the traditional line sounding technique
on a grid of 500 meters, yet information I have is that with the many
pingoes now studied the average base width has been 400 meters
and the Admi rals Finger had a base width of 200 meters. Sound to
me like .Russian roulette with most of the chambers loaded.
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I have reviewed Ben Ackerman's "Letter to the Editor" of 25 January and offer the fo llowing as my rebuttal to Mr. Ackerman's allegation that we in the Canadian Hyd rographic Service are not very
receptive to new ideas.
1. I recall very well the MARRS Unsolicited Proposal. I was at the
time Manager of Planning and Development in CHS. I discussed the proposal with Mr. Ac kerman and felt the approach
was sufficiently novel and innovative so that we could recommend support by our department.
2. T he Unsol icited Proposal was accepted and d uring the course
of the project being evaluated, many prblems became apparent.
The technical problems centre mainly around the difficulties of
correcting acquired data for propagation effects to get accurate
horizontal ranges and depths of the target returning the echoes,
in providing on line verifying methods and in storing and analysing the data. There was also the consideration of how well
and to wh at depth an area was real ly swept if no echoes were
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received. In classical hydrography, the proof that bottom exists
at a certain depth is demonstrated by the echo trace and from
the sounding data. I believe that it would be difficult in a courtroom to support a statement that the depth was greater than
some quantitatively determined swept depth if there was not
actual figures to prove the same. I guess on this matter,
Mr. Ackerman and I are not in agreement. I believe that hydrography is a quantitative science and art where hard figures must
be displayed. I do however feel that much reconnaissance data
and supplementary data can be obtained from systems such as
side scan sonar, oblique sounding other electronic sweeping
system.

4. In preparing the rebuttal , I reviewed the number of Unsolicited
Proposals and innovative ideas supported by CHS ranging
from photogrammetric interpretation to laser suond ing to the
electronic chart. I am prepared to defend our research efforts
against those of any other similar group.
5. I do not see Mr. Ackerman's case for feeling rejected. We tried
his idea, found it impractical for hydrographic purposes and
rejected it; are we expected to do more?

3. For marine transportation, the water depths where the most
critical examination is required are water depths less than 100
metres. The MARRS system was least accurate in shallow water
applications and would not achieve specified accuracy except
in water depths greater than 100 metres. This is an inherent
shortcoming in this system for our application.

Yours truly,
S. B. MacPhee
Director General
Canadian Hydrographic Service

J. N. Ballinger- Obituary
Died on Fri day, March 4, 1983, at the Queensway Carleton Hospital, Nepean, Ontario.
John Ballinger was born in 1920 in Toronto, Ontario. From 1939 to
1945, he served with the Royal Canadian Air Force after which he
attended the University of Toronto and graduated with a Bachelor
of Applied Sciences (Civi l Engineering) in 1950.
Prior to commencing his career with Transport Canada in 1953, he
worked with the Toronto Transportation Commission and the Toronto Hydro Electric Commission.
From 1958 to 1962 he worked in the Dartmouth District of Transport Canada, first as Engineer and then District Marine Agent,
returning to Ottawa in 1962 to assume the duties of Chief of Canals
with Transport.
In 1965, he became Chief, Marine Aids and since the early 1970s
directed the Coast Guard Branch responsible for marine aids,
channel development and the protection of waterways.
Mr. Ballinger served as the representative from Canada on the
Exec utive Committee of th e International Association of Lighthouse Authorities from 1970 and was its President for a term of 5
years commencing in 1975. He was also the Chief Canadian delegate to the Permanent International Association of Navigation
Congresses.
Canadian hydrographers enjoyed a close working relationship with
Mr. Ballinger over the past thirty years and in 1982 he was a
member of the Canadian delegation to t he International
Hydrographic Conference.
Mr. Ballinger is survived by his wife, Helen, th ree sons and three
grandchildren.
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CHA/CHS News
ATLANTIC REG ION

REGION ATLANTIQUE

Roy Amero retired April?, after 28 years with the Canadian Hydrographic Service. A well-attended lunch was held for Roy in March.
Roy served overseas in World War 2 with the survey corps. After the
war he was at Lawrencetown Survey School under the direction of
Major Church , and then worked for a time with Maritime Marshlands before joining the CHS in 1955. Roy transferred to the Atlantic Coast office from Ottawa in 1960. He was involved in surveys
too numerous to mention, but most notably Roy was HIC on the
'ACADIA' in 1966, and also in 1969, her last survey season. The last
few years Roy has surveyed in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the Arctic
and offshore, an also provided a valuable contribution to the qualified data base program. Roy is married and has two sons, and
plans to spend a good deal of time at his home in the country.

Roy Amero a pris sa retraite le 7 avril apres 28 annees avec le
Service Hydrographique du Canada. De nombreuses personnes se
presenterent au diner organise pour cet evenement en mars. Roy a
servi out remer au sein du corps de leves durant Ia seconde grande
guerre. II etudia ensuite
!'institution "Laurencetown Survey
School" so us Ia direction du Major Church, puis travailla uncertain
temps chez Maritime Marshlands avant de joindre les rangs du
SHC en 1955. Roy fut transfere d'Ottawa au bureau de Ia cote
Atlantique en 1960 ou il fut implique dans de nombreuses missions
de leves et notamment sur I'ACADIA ou il fut hydrographe-encharge en 1966 et aussi en 1969, derniere annee de leves de ce
navire. Dans ses dernieres annees de service, Roy a effectue des
leves dans le Golfe Saint-Laurent, I' Arctique et au large des cotes
en plus d'amener une contribution appreciable au programme de
base de donnees selectionnees. Roy est marie et a deux fils. II
prevoit maintenant passer une bonne partie de son temps a sa
maison de campagne.

Congratulations to Patsy Meisner and Gordon Stead for successfully completing Carlo 1.

Felicitations a Patsy Meisner et Gordon Stead qui ont complete le
cours Carta 1 avec succes.

Jim Ross is one of the two CHS cartographers goin.g on UTP this
fall. This is the first time that cartographers have been accepted for
UTP. Congratulations and best of luck Jim .

Jim Ross est l'un des deux cartographes qui benetieront du "programme de formation universitaire" cet automne. C'est Ia premiere
lois que des cartographes du SHC sont acceptes dans ce programme. Nos plus chaleureuses felicitations et bonne chance a Jim.

Dave Hughes is leaving CHS to return to Dalhousie University to
obtain a masters in mathematics. As well, Dave is getting married in
August. Best of luck in the future Dave.

Dave Hughes quitte le SHC pour retourner aux etudes a I'Universite Dalhousie en vue d'obtenir un maitrise en mathematiques.
Dave prevail egalement se marier en aout. Bonne chance a Dave
pour le futur.

Mike Lamplugh was married in January. Lighthouse cannot take
credit for finding Mike's lovely bride, but we wish them all the best.

Mike Lamplush s'est marie en janvier dernier. 'Lighthouse' ne peut
malheureusement pas revendiquer l'honneur d'avoir trouve Ia
charmante epouse de Mike mais nous leurs offrons toutefois nos
meilleurs voeux de bonheur.

Congratulations to Dave and Josephine Roop on the birth of their
son Douglas, to Bruce and Susie McGowan on the birth of their
son Adrian, and to Charlie and Corinne O'Reilly on the birth of their
son Sean.

Felicitations a Dave et Josephine Roop a I' occasion de Ia naissance
de leur fils Douglas, a Bruce et Susie McGowan pour celle de leur
fils Adrian, ainsi qu'a Charlie et Corinne O'Reilly pour celle de leur
fils Sean.

Ron Bell returned home to B.C. at the end of April. Ron joined us in
February on an acting assignment as Production Chief in Cartography. Ray Chapeskie was previously here from November to
January. We enjoyed having Ray and Ron with us and hope they
enjoyed their visits in the Atlantic Region.

Ron Bell est retourne en Colombi-BritanQique a Ia fin d'avril. Ron
s'etait joint a nous en fevrier pour une affectation temporaire en
tant que chef de Ia production cartographique. Ray Chapeskie a
ete dans notre region de novembre a janvier. Nous avons apprecie
de les avoir tous deux parmi nous, et no us esperons qu'ils ont aime
leur sejour dans Ia region de I' Atlantique.

CHS sponsored a series of lectures during the past few months.
These were well-attended and beneficial to all.

Le SHC a organise une serie de seminaires tenus au cours des
quatre derniers mois. Plusieurs y ont assiste et en ont retire des
connaissances appreciables.

Prior to departure for the field, a CHA dinner dance was held. A
good time was had by all, and hopefully there will be more social
activities in the future.

Le diner-dance de I'ACH a ete organise peu de temps avant Ia
reprise des missions de leves. On s'y est bien dirverti et le futur
verra plus d'evenements de ce genre.
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CENTRAL REGION

REGION CENTRALE

Congratulations to Mike and Janice Powell on the birth of their first
son Sean (Speck Jr.)

Felicitations a Mike et Janice Powell a !'occasion de Ia naissance
de leur fils Sean {Speck Jr.)

Denis Pigeon and Helen Fuchs-Trapp have recently completed
Carta 1 in Ottawa and are presently awaiting their marks.

Denis Pigeon et Helen Fuchs-Trapp ont recemment complete le
cours Carta 1 a Ottawa et attendent presentement leurs resultats.

Congratulations to Bob Marshall for winning the Regional Marine
Superintendent position in Central Region.

Felicitations a Bob Marshall qui a gagne le concours pour Ia position de "Regional Marine Superintendent" de Ia region Centrale.

Congratulations to Brian and Anna Power on the birth of their third
son, Jason, on April 5th.

Felicitations a Brian et Anna Power a I' occasion de Ia naissance de
leur troisieme fils, Jason , le 5 avril.

Central Branch CHA would like to welcome six new members:
Wong Kee Siang, Kerry Johnston, Jaak Todhunter and Steve Rawlinson, from Humber College, Dave Pyatt from Electronics in Central Region, and Dan Chase from the C.H.S.

La Section Centrale ACH aimerait souhaiter Ia bienvenue a six
nouveaux membres: Wong Kee Siang, Kerry Johnston, Jaak Todhunter, et Steve Rawlinson, du College Humber, Dave Pyatt de Ia
section 'Eiectronique' dans Ia region Centrale, et Dan Chase du
SHC.

Road Race preparations are currently underway for the CHA 'Shipheads', in the Burlington Road Race set for May 1. This year's
runners are Brad Tinney, Dennis St. Jacques and Brian Power from
last year, with Bob Covey being added for 1983. Bruce Richards
will alternate for Mr. Power, if he decides to exercise his elbow
rather than his legs in Prescott, on the St. Lawrence survey.

Les preparatifs du 'CHA Shipheads' vont bon train pour Ia course
de Burlington prevue pour le premier mai. Les coureurs de cette
annee sont Brad Tinney, Dennis St. Jacques, et Brian Power qui
etaient deja membres de l'equipe l'an passe. Bob Covey est le
nouveau coureur. Bruce Richards alternera avec M. Power si ce
dernier decide de lever le coude au lieu de s'exercer pour Ia course
a Prescott, lors de Ia mission de leves sur Ia Saint-Laurent.

Broom ball is over for another year. Thanks to John Medendorp, it
was a successful year, despite weather problems.

La saisoll deballon-balai est a nouveau terminee. Ce fut une saison
remplie de succes en depit de Ia mauvaise temperature et nous
remercions John Medendorp.

The CHA-CIS Offshore Electronic Positioning Workshop held in
Toronto on January 17 and 18 was a tremendous success. This was
a User's Workshop which drew over sixty people, in the CHS and
private industry, from across Canada. Many thanks to Dick MacDougall for organizing this event.

L'atelier de travail ACH-SHC sur Ia positionnement electronique au
large des cotes tenu a Toronto les 17 et 18 janvier a remporte un
enorme succes. Cette atelier de travail a caractere pratique a attire
plus de soixante personnes du SHC et de l'industrie privee venant
de diverses regions du Canada. Nos sinceres remerciements a
Dick MacDougall qui a organise cetevenement.

On February 12th, curlers once again gathered at the Humber
Highlands Curling Club to take part in the 12th annual H20 Bonspiel, sponsored by Central Branch. Unfortunately there are no
pictures of the presentation to the winners (either malfunction of
the camera or the cameraman). At any rate the winning teams
were:
'A' Event: Linda Fisher, Ross Douglas, Phil Elliot and skipped by
Derek Vachon.
'B' Event: Sharon Devos, Frank Dunnett, Janice Metcalfe and
skipped by Brad Tinney.

Les joueurs de curling se sont reunis une lois de plus le 12 fevrier
au Humber Highlands Curling Club pour prendre part au douzieme H20 Bonspiel annuel organise par Ia Section Centrale. No us
n'avons malheureusement aucune photographie des vainqueurs
{panne d'appareil photographique ou de photog raphe). Nous pouvons neanmoins feliciter les vainqueurs:
Partie 'A': Linda Fisher, Ross Douglas, Phil Elliot, capitaine Derek
Vachon.
Partie 'B': Sharon Devos, Frank Dunnett, Janice Metcalfe, capitaine ·
Brad Tinney.

Golden Curlers Award

Golden Curlers Award

Thanks to Tele-Fix Canada for this trophy, which was presented to
the "curler most likely to succeed at anything other than the game
of curling ". The trophy consisted of a bronzed ladies hair curler
mounted on a plaque with the above-mentioned inscription. The
winner was Mike Gretz who missed a total of 12 of 36 shots.

Merci a Tele-Fix Canada pour son trophee presente au "joueur de
curling le plus susceptible de reussir dans n'importe quelle autre
activite que le curling ". Le trophee etait un bigoudi de bronze
monte sur une plaque avec !'inscription mentionnee ci-dessus. Le
gagnant fut Mike Gretz qui manqua 12 des 36 lancers.

Donations for this year's spiel were received from the following
companies:
- Tele-Fix Canada, Thornhill, Ontario
- Norman Wade, Hamilton, Ontario
-Port Weller Dry Docks, St. Catherine's, Ontario
-Marshall, Macklin and Monaghan, Don Mills, Ontario
-Wild Lutz Canada Ltd., Willowdale, Ontario
- Tracker Vehicle, Mississauga, Ontario
-Klein Associates Inc., Salem, New Hampshire, U.S.A.
- JMR Instruments, Calgary, Alberta

Les contributions monetaires pour le tournai de cette annee
provenaient des compagnies suivantes:
- Tele-Fix Canada, Thornhill , Ontario
- Norman Wade, Hamilton, Ontario
- Port Weller Dry Docks, St. Catherine's, Ontario
- Marshall, Macklin and Monaghan, Don Mills, Ontario
-Wild Lutz Canada Ltd., Willowdale, Ontario
-Tracker Vehicle Repair, Mississauga, Ontario
- Klein Associates Inc., Salem, New Hampshire, U.S.A.
- JMR Instruments, Calgary, Alberta
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- Marinav Corporation, Ottawa, Ontario
- CHA Film Club, Burlington, Ontario

-

We would like to thank Danny Mahaffey for all his efforts in making
the H20 Bonspiel a great success.

Nous aimerions remercier Danny Mahaffey qui a fait du tournai
H20 un grand succes.

OTTAWA BRANCH

SECTION D'OTTAWA

The Ottawa Region was pleased to welcome over 400 delegates to
the CHS Centennial Conference in April. We were hosts to visitors
from across Canada and the U.S., the U.K., France, the Netherlands, and from as far away as Venezuela, Korea and Japan, to
mention just some of our guests. It was a great chance to meet the
new faces in other regions and to renew friendships with the familiar ones.

La region d'Ottawa a acceuilli avec plaisir plus de 400 delegues a Ia
Conference du Centenaire du SHC en avril. Nous avons re'<u des
visiteurs de partout au Canada, ainsi que des Etats-Unis, du
Royaume-Uni, de Ia France, des Pays-Bas et d'aussi loin que du
Venezuala, de Ia Coree et du Japan pour ne mentionner que certains de nos invites. Ce fut aussi I'occasion de faire connaissance
avec de nouveaux employes des autres regions et de renouer avec
ceux que nous connaissions deja.

We were fortunate to have three former Dominion Hydrographers
- Norm Gray, Art Collins, and Gary Ewing there to help celebrate
our centennial, along with such CHS veterans as Hans Pulkkinen,
Darcy Charles, Larry Murdock, Collin Martin, and Fred Pittman.
Thank you to all who helped make the conference such a success,
especially those from outside DFO - Moe Lajeune, Joan Yeaton,
Anne Woelfle, and Larry Murdock. Several Ottawa staff members
contributed papers to the Conference: Brian Tait, Lung Fa Ku, Neil
Anderson, Dave Monahan, Mike Casey, Dave Gray, and Tim
Evangelatos.

Nous avions l'honneur d'avoir avec nous trois anciens Hydrographes Federaux - Norm Gray, Art Collins, et Gerry Ewing pour celebrer notre centenaire avec d'autres veterans de SHC tels
que Hans Pulkinen, D'arcy Charles, Larry Murdock, Collin Martin,
and Fred Pittman. Merci a tous ceux qui ont aide a faire de cet
evenement un enorme succes et specialement a ceux qui ne sont
pas directement du Ministere des Peches et Oceans: Moe Lajeune,
Joan Yeaton, Ann Woelfle, and Larry Murdock. Plusieurs employes
d'Ottawa ont presente des communications lors de Ia conference:
Brian Tait, Lung Fa Ku, Neil Anderson, Dave Monahan, Mike Casey,
Dave Gray, and Tim Evangelatos.

After 2 years as a term employee here at CHS, John Narraway has
left for a permanent position with Geological Survey.

Apres 2 ans en temps qu'employe temporaire, John Narraway
nous a quitte pour un emploi permanent avec Ia Commission
Geologique.

Gil Lance has joined the Cartographic Development unit as a programmer, on a term basis.

Gil Lance est maintenant l'un des programmeurs au Developpement Cartographique sur un base temporaire.

Welcome to two faces new to Ottawa but fami liar to other regions:
Mike Casey from Burlington has joined the Geoscience Mapping
section, and Rick Taylor has arrived from Pacific Region to head
our Chart Distribution unit.

Bienvenue a deux nouveaux employes a Ottawa: Mike Casey de
Burlington s'est joint a Ia section cartographique Geoscientifiques
et Rick Taylor est arrive de Ia Regio n du Pacifique pour diriger
notre Distribution Cartographique.

While Hiro Furuya is on a 2 year special assignment preparing
standards for hydrography and cartography, George Yeaton has
taken on the assignment of Chief of Training.

Alors que Hiro Furuya est occupe a preparer les normes pour
l'hydrographie et Ia cartographie (mission speciale de 2 ans),
George Yeaton occupe maintenant le paste de Chef de Ia Formation.

P.K. Mukherjee has joined us as Special Advisor, Maritime Affairs.

P. K. Mukerjee est maintenant avec nous en tant que Conseiller
Special, Affaires Maritimes.
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Marinav Corporation, Ottawa, Ontario
CHA Film Club, Burlington, Ontari o

PORTABLE SPARKER SYSTEM
-for-

NEAR SHORE ENGINEERING SURVEYS

OF BOTH WORLDS
FORMANCE • PRICE •
The INNERSPACE Model431
Acoustic Release
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROVIDES HIGH RESOLUTION SEISMIC PROFILES
• Marine foundations surveys
• Hazard surveys
• Submarine pipeline surveys
• Pre-dredge investigation
• Sand and gravel inventory
• Bedrock contours
• Mineral prospecting
• Bore hole tie In
Ultra small size and light weight.
Can be used on very small boats.
Product data plus sample recordings sent upon request.
SALE AND LEASE

Reasonable price.
Many codes (80 codes max.).
Secure coding.
Small size (28" long- 5Y:." Dia.l.
Light weight (6 lbs. in water) .
Safe, no exploding devices.
Inexpensive, replaceable batteries.
Optional rope canister.
Optional load multiplier.

The Model 431 is designed s1:..•cifically for
shallow water applications (to 1000 ft.) for
the recovery cit in situ instruments - transponders, current meters, lapsed time cameras
and is ideal for relocating underwater sites
-well heads, valves, cables, submersibles, etc.

THERMAL DEPTH SOUNDER RECORDER
FOR PRECISION MARINE SURVEYS
FIXED HEAD THERMAL PRINTING- NO STYLUS
CLEAN, QUIET, ODORLESS

"""'"'

SCALE LINES/DEPTH ARE PRINTED SIMULTANEOUSLY
ON BLANK PAPER
ONLY CHART SCALE SELECTED IS PRINTED
• Chart Paper - 8'12 inches x 200 feet (blank thermal paper).
• Depth Ranges- Q-320 feet/fathoms and Q-145 meters (7
phases). Plus X2 and X1 0 all ranges.
• Fri!C!uencles (2_)-208 kHz, and 41 kHz, 33 kHz, 28 kHz or 24kHz.
• Data Entries- Digital thumbwheels for speed of sound, tide and
draft.
• Annotation Generator- Numerically prints speed of sound, tide
and draft on chart.
• Custom Logo ROM- Prints customer logo and name on chart.
• Precision Depth Digitizer - Auto Track Model 441 -features
auto bottom tracking gate, auto selection of recorder depth
range. BCD output plus optional RS232C or IEEE488-GPIB
outputs.
• Multiple Transducer System- option Model 442- provides lor
3 to 6 channel swath surveys.
·
• Deep Water Projects- proven 2000 meters capability
using 24 kHz.

I• I

1/NNERSPACE TECHNOLOGY, INC.

ONE BOHNERT PLACE • WALDWICK, NEW JERSEY 07463
(201) 447-0398 TWX 710-988-5628

MODEL 440 TDSR

frOm-General Instrument ...

. . . the only system
for contour mapping of
the deep ocean bottom . . .
IN REAL TIME.

Sea Beam is a high-resolution bathymetric survey system which processes
soundings from 16 formed beams
positioned perpendicular to the ship's
axis to generate bottom contour charts
in real time.
Sea Beam's multiple sonar beams cover
a continuous swath of the ocean bottom
equal to 80 percent of the depth.
Operating depth range is from 150 feet
to over 30,000 feet.
General Instrument Corporation is the
world's foremost producer of multi-beam
bathymetric survey systems. The
Sea Beam system has evolved from 15
years of technological growth in system
techniques. Multi-beam sonar systems
have been produced for the U.S. Navy,
the National Oceanic & Atmospheric
Administration and oceanographic
agencies of other governments.
For further information on Sea Beam,
contact Government Systems Division,
General Instrument Corporation,
Southwest Park, Westwood, MA 02090
(617) 326-7815.

RECEIVED .

BiAMS

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT

While Kathy C umming, our new admin. clerk, is on language training, her position is being filled by Barb Dempsey who has often
worked with CHS on a temporary basis.

Alors que Kathy Cumming, notre nouveau commis administratif
suit presentement un cours de formation linguistique, Barb Dempsey occupe son paste. Barb a sou vent travaille pour le SHC sur un
base temporaire.

Denis Chartrance is our new mail clerk.

Denis Chartrance est maintenant notre nouveau commis postal.

The training section unit was busy this past year- the first Carto 2
course was completed, along with Carta 1 and Hydro 1.

La section de Ia formation a ete fort occupee cette derniere an nee.
Le premier cours Carta 2 a vu le jour; Carta 1 et Hydro 1 ont etes
presentes a nouveau.

Gerry Dahler made a short visit to Ottawa, all the way from the
beaches of Hawaii, to attend the Centennial Conference as a UNESCO representative (and to show off his tan).

Gerry Dohler s'est absente brievement des plages d'Hawai i pour se
rendre a Ia Conference du Centenaire du SHC a Ottawa en tant
que representant de !'UNESCO (et aussi pour exhiber un superbe
bronzage).

Congratulations to Sharon and Floyd Hickey on the birth of their
first child, Adam, in February. Sharon is the secretary for Navigation Publications. Ginette Doiron is filling in while Sharon is on
leave.

Felicitations a Sharon et Floyd Hickey a I' occasion de Ia naissance
de leur premier enfant, Adam , en fevrier. Sharon est secretaire des
Publications Marines. Ginette Doiron remplace Sharon qui est en
conge maternite.

Ken Khangura, who joined the Cartographic Development section
last year, was married over the Christmas holidays. Best wishes to
Ken and Christine.

Ken Khangura, qui a joint Ia section du Developpement Cartographique !'an passe, s'est marie durant les vacances de Noel. Meilleurs voeux de bonheur Ken et Christine.

Rolly and Shirley Gervais celebrated more than the 100th birthday
of the CHS at the conference dinner dance- it was also their 25th
wedding anniversary. Congratulations!

Rolly et Shirley Gervais n'ont pas seulement celebre le centieme
anniversaire du SHC lors du diner-dance de Ia conference, c'etait
egalement leur vingt-cinquieme anniversaire de mariage.
Felicitations!

We were all sorry to hear that Ken and Jackie .Peskett's home was
completely destroyed by fire in March, but are happy to report that
construction is well underway on their new home. Ken wants to
thank everyone in Ottawa and the regions for all their help and
support.

Nous fUmes tres desoles d'apprendre que Ia maison de Ken at
Jackie Peskett fut totalement detruite par les flammes en mars. Fort
heureusement, il semble que Ia reconstruction progresse tres bien.
Ken voudrait remercier to us ceux d'Ottawa et des regions pour leur
aide et leur support moral.

Art Read is finishing the hockey season on the injured list with a
broken arm.

Art Read termine Ia saison de hockey sur Ia lisle des blesses avec
u n bras casse.

We hear that Eileen Martin has been enjoying her first year of
retirement, after over 30 years with the CHS, and has been seen
sporting a new mink coat.

Nous apprenons que Eileen Martin a apprecie sa premiere annee
de retraite apres plus de 30 ans avec le SHC, elle a recemment ete
vue avec son nouveau manteau de vision.

We now have 71 members in the Ottawa Branch of CHA. Our
thanks to Harold Comeau for serving as Vice-president for the past
two years.

Nous avon maintenant 71 membres dans Ia Section d'Ottawa de
I'ACH. Maints remerciements a Harold Comeau qui a ete le vicepresident ces deux dernieres annees.

We welcome Ron Saucier (now with Marinav Corporation) back to
Ottawa.

Nous souhaitons Ia bienvenue a Ron Saucier qui est de retour
Ottawa. Ron travaille maintenant pour Marinav Corporation.

A special thanks to Rolly Gervais for organizing the 1983 annual
luncheon meeting for the CHA.

Un cordial remerciement a Rolly Gervais qui a organise le
dejeuner-reunion annuel de I'ACH.

An Invitation

Une Invitation

The Ottawa Branch is pleased to announce that in continuing the
tradition of last year's seminar on offshore positioning systems (in
Toronto) we will host a SEMINAR ON HYDROGRAPHIC DATA
PROCESSING early in 1984. More details will be available soon.

La Section d'Ottawa a le plaisir d'annoncer qu'afin de continuer
dans Ia tradition du seminaire sur les systemes de positionnement
electronique de l'an dernier (Toronto), nous ti-endrons un St:MINAIRE SUR LE TRAITEMENT DES DONNtoES HYDROGRAPHIQUES au debut de 1984. De plus amples renseignements seront bient6t disponible.

Geoscience Giggles

Potins Geoscientifiques

A new addition to the Geoscience family - Pantalone: "Lady Di"
announces the arrival of a bouncing black curly-haired poodle
called Charles. T he office has joined force in gathering newspapers for Charlie to read.

Nouvelle addition a Ia famille Geoscientifique: Pantalone "Lady Di"
no us annonce l'arrivee d'un caniche noir et sautillant nom me Charles. Les gens du bureau garden! tous leurs journaux pour Charlie
afin qu'illes lise.

a

a
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Carole Prest announces a pregnancy: Sabbath, her 2 year old Rattweiler is suffering from morning sickness.

Carole Prest nous annonce un grossesse: Sabbath, son chien de
race Rattweiler, age de 2 ans, est souvent malade le matin au lever.

Medynski announces a new addition to his family mother-in-law.

Medynski nous annonce une addition a sa famille: il est question
de sa belle-mere.

his

MacMillan moved his donkey and 2 kids to a fancier stable.

MacMillan a demenage son ane et ses deux chevres dans une
etable plus somptueuse.

Now that annual leave is again renewed , Mr. Hamilton can look
forward to signing Friday afternoon leave slips from Bob Farmer.

Avec Ia nouvelle reserve de conge annuel, M. Hamilton devra
probablement signer plusieurs formules de conge pour les vendredi apres-midi de Bob Farmer.

Rowland Hamilton announces his retirement Dec. 31 , 1999.

Rowland Hamilton nous annonce sa retraite prochaine fixee au 31
decembre 1999.

David Monahan has joined the ranks of the Jack Bennys this year.
We all wish him a very happy birthday.

David Monahan rejoin! Jack Benny cette annee. Nous lui souhaitons tous un tres joyeux anniversaire.

Just caught our resident health nut Russ McCall stripping to his
x-rated briefs. On a scale of 1 to 10- let's keep him in suspense.

No us avons recemment surpris notre athlete en herbe Russ McCall
en tenue Iegere. Nous ne lui dirons pas ou nous l'avons classe sur
l'echelle de 1 a 10 afin de maintenir le suspense.

We try to remember those who have left: an ex-geoscience chief
reaches a milestone this year- the 16th of May -we wish him
well.

Nous essayons de ne pas oublier ceux qui nous ont quitte: un
ex-chef de Ia cartographie de "Geoscientifique" a atteint une nouvelle dizaine le 16 mai. No us lui communiquons tous nos meilleurs
voeux.

PACIFIC BRANCH

SECTION DE PACIFIQUE

Fred Stephenson is scheduled to abandon his bachelor days in
May.

Fred Stephenson quittera le celibat en mai.

Ray Chapeskie and Ron Bell enjoyed the balmy climate of Halifax
for a few months; Ray from November to January and Ron from
February to April. Both are now readjusting to the more rigorous
climate of Victoria.

Ray Chapeskie et Ron Bell ont apprecie le doux climat durant leur
bref sejour a Halifax; Ray de novembre a janvier, et Ron de fevrier a
avril. Tous deux s'adaptent de nouveau au eli mat plus rigoureux de
Victoria.

Bruce Tuck and Bernard Kenney returned from Ottawa in early
April after completing the Carto 1 course.

Bruce Tuck et Bernard Kenney sont revenus d'Ottawa en avril
apres avoir complete le cours Carto 1.

With sunny skies, 15 degree temperatures and 250 em of snow on
Mount Washington, staff have a difficult time at weekends deciding
whether they would ski, sail, or play golf.

Les journees ensoleillees, les temperatures de 15 degres et Ia
couverture de neige de 250 em du Mont Washington n'aident pas le
personnel a decider entre le ski, Ia voile et le golf durant les fins de
semaine.

The annual CIS/CHA " Beer and Bun Bash" was held in March. It
was a rousing success and well-attended.

Le ACSG/ ACH "Beer and Bun Bash" a eu lieu en mars. L'evenement fut joyeux et fort populaire.

The annual CIS Conference was held in Victoria during the month
of April. The weather was favourable and we hope that all visitors
enjoyed their stay in Victoria.

La conference annuelle ACSG a eu lieu en avril a Victoria. La
temperature fut clemente et nous esperons qu'il ont apprecie leur
sejour a Victoria.

The 'POLAR CIRCLE' has been chartered for the 1983 season.
Commencing early in June she will do surveys in Parry Passage, at
the NW tip of the Queen Charlotte Islands. Early in July she will sail
north to continue work on the Beaufort deep draught shipping
corridor and commence a new charting project along the Yukon
coast between Herschel Island and the Alaska boundary. Tony
Mortimer, hydrographer-in-charge, will be assisted by George Eaton, Mike Woods, Kal Czotter, Doug Popejoy, Bill Van Duin , Ken
Halcro and Rob Hare.

Le 'POLAR CIRCLE' a ete affrete sous contra! pour Ia saison 1983.
II sera d'abord affecte aux leves du Parry Passage a l'extremite NW
des lies de Ia Reine Charlotte. II voguera ensuite vers le nord afin
de poursuivre le travail deja entrepris sur le corridor de navigation
de Beaufort pour navires de forts tirants d'eau, puis commencera
un nouveau projet cartographique le long de Ia cote du Yukon
entre Herschel Island et Ia frontiere Canada-Alaska. Tony Mortimer, hydrographe-en-charge, aura l'aide de George Eaton, Mike
Woods, Kal Czotter, Doug Popejoy, Bill Van Duin, Ken Halcro et
Rob Hare.

Vern Crowley, hydrographer-in-charge, and Frank Cold ham will be
surveying in 'RICHARDSON' this season. They will start surveying
on the west coast of Vancouver Island in Kyuquot Sound and
Quatsino Sound . Later they sale north to Prince Rupert and survey

Vern Crowley, hydrographe-en-charge, et Frank Coldham effectuerons des leves a bord du 'RICHARDSON' cette saison. lis
debuteront leurs travaux sur Ia cote ouest de l'lle de Vancouver
dans le Detroit de Kyuquot et le Detroit de Quatsino. lis iront ensu-
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the new Ridley Island coal and grain terminals. On their return trip
they will do revisory and wharf surveys in Kitimat.

ite vers le nord a Prince Rupert et feront les leves des nouveaux
terminaux a grain et a charbon a Ridley Island. A leur retour ils
feront des leves de revision et des !eves de quai a Kitimat.

The barge 'PENDER' is leaving on May 2. Her mission is to survey
the previously unsurveyed inlets and passages along the Inner
Passage route in the vicinity of Seaforth Channel. These passages
include Spiller Channel and Bulloch Channel. Graeme Richardson,
hydrographer-in-charge, will be assisted by Ernie Sargent, Mike
Ward, Knut Lyngberg, Carol Nowak and Ron Woolley.

Le depart de Ia peniche 'PENDER' est prevu pour le 2 mai. Sa
mission consiste faire des leves dans des anses et des passages
le long de Ia voie de Inner Passage, pres de Seaforth Channel. Ces
leves seront effectues pour Ia premiere fois. Ces passages incluent
Spiller Channel et Bullock Channel. Graeme Richardson,
hydrographe-en-charge, sera assiste de Ernie Sargent, Mike Ward,
Knut Lynsberg, Carol Nowak et Ron Woolley.

Later in the season Mike Ward will go on exchange to NOAA and
Lieutenant Dreve from NOAA will be assigned to 'POLAR CIRCLE'.

Plus tard dans Ia saison, Mike Ward participera un echange avec
le lieutenant Dreve de NOAA qui sera affecte au 'POLAR CIRCLE'.

REGION DE QUEBEC

QUEBEC REGION

Un cours d'introduction aux systemes graphiques interactifs a ete
organise le 12 mars. Lecours etait de tres haute qualite. Ce cours
fut donne par Monsieur Denis Genest, un arpenteur geometre a
l'emploi de Ia Societe de Cartographie du Quebec.

An introductory course on graphical interactive systems was organized on March 12. This course was of high quality and was
given by Denis Genest, Survey Engineer at the 'Societe de Cartographie du Quebec".

Trois hydrographes participent cette annee au cours d'Hydrographie 1, ce sont Richard Sanfa<;:on, Paul-Emile Bergeron et MarcAndre Baillargeon. Nous leur souhaitons du succes et du beau
temps.

Richard Sanfacon, Paul-Emile Bergeron and Marc-Andre Baillargeon are on the Hydro 1 course. Good luck to all and we hope the
weather is nice in B.C.

a

Alain McDonald is in Ottawa on the Carta 1 course and we wish
him good success.

Plusieurs membres de l'assocation, region du Quebec, ont assiste
conference du Centenaire du Service Hydrographique du
Canada. Tous s'accordent a dire que cette conference etait des
plus interessantes permettant des echanges avec des hydrographes et cartographes de differents pays. La region de Quebec
aimerait feliciter tout le comite organisateur pour le travail fantastique accompli avec grand succes.

Several members of the CHA, Quebec Region, attended the Centennial Conference of the Canadian Hydrographic Service in Ottawa. All agree that this conference was a success and that it
allowed exchanges between members of different countries. Congratulations to the organizing committee for their remarkable work.

Alain McDonald suit presentement le cours de Cartographie 1
Ottawa, et nous lui souhaitons bonne chance.

a Ia

a

a

The CHA executive for 1983
is as follows:

Voici le nouvel executif
de I'ACH pour 1983:

Atlantic Branch

Vice-President
SecretaryITreasu rer
Past Vice-President
Executive members

Section d'Atlantique

Rick Mehlman
Nick Stuifbergen
Charlie Stirling
Julian Goodyear
Burt Smith

Central Branch

Vice-President
Secretary/Treasurer
Executive members

Section Centrale

Bruce Richards
AI Koudys
Dick MacDougall
Brian Power
John Dixon
Sean Hinds

Vice-president
Secretaire-tresorier
Membres executifs

Jim Bruce
Terry Jolicoeur
Harold Comeau
Ron Saucier (Marinav)
Terry Tremblay
Clay Fulford
Ron Haas
Sheila Acheson

Vice-president
Secretaire-tresorier
Vice-president sortant
Membres executifs

Ottawa Branch

Vice-President
SecretaryITreasu rer
Past Vice-President
Executive members

Vice-president
Secretaire-tresorier
Vice-president sortant
Membres executifs

Section d'Ottawa
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Pacific Branch
Vice-President
Secretary/Treasurer
Past Vice-President
Executive members

Quebec Branch
Vice President
Secretary/Treasurer
Past Vice-President
Executive member

Doug Popejoy
AI Smith
Stan Huggett
Jim Vosburgh
Gail Ellison

Paul Bellemare
Patrick Hally
Richard Sanfayon
Rene LePage

Thanks to Roland Perrotte for all his work in translating the Atlantic, Central, Ottawa, and Pacific Branch news, and to Patrick Hally
for Quebec Branch.

Section du Pacifique
Vice-president
Secretaire-tresorier
Vice-president sortant
Membres executifs

Section de Quebec
Vice-president
Secretaire-tresorier
Vice-president sortant
Membre executif

Merci a Roland Perrotte pour Ia traduction des textes des sections
de !'Atlantique, Centrale, d'Ottawa, et du Pacifique ainsi qu'a
Patrick Hally pour Ia section de Quebec.

CHA to form Alberta chapter
The Canadian Hydrographers' Association is planning to establish
a branch in Alberta and interested people are asked to contact
G. lan McMillan , JMR Instruments Canada Ltd. 8, 632011 St. SE,
Calgary, T2H 2L7, phone 255-6667.
The aim of the association is to advance the technical and professional ability of hydrographers and to date has been mainly a federal Canadian Hydrographic Service organization , but a number of
industry members feel the potential of a strong CHA calls for equal
participation by industry and government.
CHA and the Canadian Institute of Surveyors have a direct tie at
the national level and the first task of the Alberta branch is to
maintain the tie at the regional level.
Membership is open to people who have an interest in hydrography, offshore surveys and related areas of interest. Membership
fee is $10.

News from Industry
TARGA ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS INC. (Background Story)
Targa's roots began with Ottawa- based TES Limited, an engineering company which specializes in vehicles systems and renewable energy. In 1980, TES began to work on bubble memory
data storage systems, later led to the formation of Targa Electronics Systems Inc., with the former TES Vice President, Gavin Mclntock becoming it's president. Two members of the TES design
staff, Jim Frazer and Peter Slattery joined Gavin to form the nucleus of the new company.

For its first year of operation , Targa worked under a grant from the
National Research Council to perfect a rugged data recorder using
bubble memory technology.
Today, Targa is engaged in the design, manufacture and marketing
of rugged computer data storage equipment which operates in
adverse environmental conditions.
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MARINAV CANADA INC.
Marinav are currently manufacturing several Model 601 speed and
heading simulators which have been developed to enable the
speed and heading interface of a satellite navigation receiver to be
tested while in port or in a workshop.
W-H AUTOPILOTS, INC.
WH. Autopilots, Inc., has announced a new autopilot system Model
P-12, with adjustable counter rudder and a dual electronic rudder
-limit system. The P-12 can be used with either manual or power
hydraulic steering system.
EPSCO MARINE ELECTRONICS
Epsco Marine Electronics, a supplier of navigation and communication equipment, announces the availability of Seafix 2000, a portable hand held Radio Direction Finder designed for coastal
navigation.

Lighthouse: Edition No. 27, 1983

The rece iver covers the Marine and Aero Beacon bands. Manual
turning with frequencies displayed in a four digit L.C.D. provides
accuracy to 0.1 KH2.

The sonar head may be fitted to the smallest rov, or passed
through small openings. It is only 89 mm (3.5 in) diameter by
372 mm (14.64 in) long. Request colour brochure from Mesotech.

MONITEQ
Moniteq has currently developed a Transmissometer that gives
more accurate transmittance measurements.

The MTR-10 measures both the conventional narrow collimated
beam water transmittance and an optical forward scattering component. Both measurements are processed allowing the final
transmittance output to be corrected for forward scattering
through actual measurement.
NORMAN WADE CO. LTD
Norman Wade is pleased to introduce Brock Norris as their new
Survey Service Centre Technician in Halifax. Previously Brock has
serviced the survey instrument industry out of their Montreal Repair Centre and most recently, the Calgary Repair Centre.

They extend an invitation to visit their Survey Service at 5426 Portland Place, Halifax, and meet Brock.
HURST EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Hurst Equipment Ltd., bidding with associate company, Qubit U.K.
Ltd., has won a contract with British Telecom International to
supply integrated navigation equipment for one of their cable laying and maintenance vessel- the CS Alert. The system integrates
navigation information obtained from satellites and radio systems
with the ships' speed and heading to form the best estimate of
position. A plotter and displays will facilitate route survey, cable
laying and repair activities.
SONA TECH INC.
Sona-tech announces an acoustic velocity profiling system for use
in maximizing the accuracy of acoustic navigation systems.

Sound velocity and pressure data is collected while the system is
descending to the ocean floor (20,000 feet max.) whereupon the
anchor is automatically released. Attached flotation causes the
Pop-up Velocimeters' return to the surface, and data is again collected during ascent. After system recovery, stored data is retrieved
via the release wire connector and RS-232 interiace.

Model971 ColourSonar

A modular echosounder, pressure rated to 2000 m (6600 It) depths,
model807, is announced by Mesotech. Completely self-contained,
it requires just 24 V input and produces a 0-10 volts DC output. Any
10 V instrument or recorder may be used as a display. The TVG
characteristic is accurate to within 0.5 DB of theoretical. This allows the echosounder to produce reliable returns from a wide
range of bottom types.
The echosou nder has a 2-1 00 It range as standard, but may be
ordered for any maximum range to 300m.
At 89 mm (3.5 in) sq and 127 mm (5 in) tall, it fits easily on any
submersible or diving bell, or it may be used for multiple bathymetric installations, setting loads on foundations, docking
assemblies . .. A colour brochure is available from Mesotech.

MESOTECH SYSTEMS LTD.
An imaging sonar of extremely high periormance, the model 971
colour sonar is a state-of-the-art new offering by Mesotech. Signal
interpretation is optimized by the wide dynamic range and excellent resolution of the CRT display. One hundred twenty-eight discreet colours create the image, each colour representing a precise
signal level. Object recognition is unsurpassed, with 1/4 million
pixel processing and display. The resultant images advance sonar
performance by an order of magnitude- they have to be seen as
photographs cannot reproduce them.

All shipboard monitoring and control is periormed by a 178 mm
(7 in) high rack-mountable unit.
The sonar head is ultra-miniature and microprocessor controlled.
Its 675 KHZ fan-shaped sonar beam measures 1.7 Deg. horizontally and 60 Deg. vertically. For general surveillance the transducer
can rotate 360 Deg. continuously, (rotary side scan) and the image
displayed is a polar plot like a radar PPI.
Sector scanning is used for obstacle avoidance and navigation,
while a unique perspective mode provides a realistic display excellent for pilotage.

Model 807 Eclio Sounder
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SYS,.DIS
The Name for
Accuracy and Reliability.

Features common
to all TRISPONDER
Systems include:

Line of sight and beyond, Del Norte makes a
TRISPONDER System to do your job. with repeatable
accuracy and reliability-and a track record to
prove it.
Del Norte's state-of-the-art microprocessor controlled equipment provides a broad range of measuring and positioning capabilities and functions. Units
are lightweight, highly portable, waterproof and consume very low power. They automatically power down
when they are not being interrogated.

· Extremely "operator friendly"
· 80 codes
· Multi-user
· One tenth meter instrumental resolution
· Operator selectable baud rates
· Standard serial: output with BCD available as an option
· Update rates are variable from one half second to five seconds
· All ranges are automatically deskewed by microprocessor
· Free standing or rack mounted

Model 520-80 km line-of-sight
. 2 range display -4 range output
· Waterproof - unit floats
Model 540-80 km line-of-sight
· 4 range display and output
· Guidance package standard on all 540 DDMU's
Model 545 UHF- Over the horizon 2 to 3 times line-of-sight
· 4 range display and output

®TRISPONDER is a registered trad emark of
Del Norte Technology, Inc.

DEL-3001

Del Norte has been the sole designer and manufacturer
of precision TRISPONDER Systems for over 13 years. A
high-technology company dedicated to designing systems to meet your needs. All Systems are FCC type
approved.
For pinpoint accuracy - try Del Norte TRISPONDER
Systems -proven reliability at an affordable price. Write
for descriptive literature with detailed specifications.
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Hyper-Fix®

by

2 MHz Positioning System
TELEfix CANADA is proud to introduce a new era in medium range positioning

• RANGE:
Up to 700 Km dayl ight, 300 Km night
• ACCURACY:
Obtai nable accuracies from 5 to 15 metres
dependent on network geometry,
frequencies, mode of operation, and
terrain. Instrumental resolution: 0.001
lanes.

Complete systems priced far below the
competition.
D Sales

D Rental

D Leasing

Enquire For Further Details.

• NUMBER OF USERS:
Up to 7 quad-ranging users; or, up to 15
dual-ranging users; or, unlimited hyperboli c
users plus 4 multi-range users.
• DATE QUALITY:
Pattern stability plus a multipli city of
measured lines of position (up to 60),
combine to provide unrivalled 2 MHz
positioning.

50 Doncaster Ave., Unit 8, Thornh ill,
Ontario Canada. L3T 1L4
Tel. (416) 881 -8551

Telex 06-964 51 4

